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Fig. 0.01: Cover image, proposed watchtowers on Whanganui River
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Fig. 0.02: Whanganui River looking east
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The thesis uses traditional research and design-as-re-
search concurrently to gain an understanding of the 
historical, cultural, political, ecological and social 
context. Conversations with local people, photogra-
phy, mapping and drawing analysis of the Awa lead 
to an understanding that fostered empathetic design 
responses. At every scale, design decisions scrutinized 
not only the human perspective, but the River’s too. 
A shifting legal-social-ecological climate is presented 
through the body of work as the designs embrace nec-
essary changes in the way we interact with and under-
stand our environment.
 
The thesis illustrates the potential of Te Awa Tupua to 
revolutionise future urban and social developments in 
Whanganui. As well as this, it provides precedent of 
design outcomes in a shifting New Zealand legal land-
scape, one that aims to protect the environment and 
uphold bi-cultural principles. Multiple methods and 
processes express the multi-dimensionality of Te Awa 
Tupua.
 
By learning from past wrongs, and working for eco-
logical integrity, there is potential to improve human 
and non-human relationships within water edge con-
ditions in Aotearoa and beyond. For designers, this is 
a responsibility.

The Whanganui River was the first in the world to be 
granted the status of a legal person. Te Awa Tupua 
(Whanganui River Claims Settlement) Bill was passed 
on 16 March 2017 after a 140-year long campaign by 
Whanganui Iwi. This groundbreaking piece of legisla-
tion was a call for protection of our environment. Since 
the 1870s, actions such as channelization, hydropower 
diversions, port dredging, agricultural development, 
climate change and densification have fundamentally 
changed the river and the way she performs her jour-
ney from the mountains to the sea.
 
This thesis imagines a future for sites within the wider 
Whanganui lower river area, with architectural inter-
ventions that recognise different elements of Te Awa 
Tupua and respond to their specific site conditions, 
past, present and future. The process and design out-
comes recognise Te Awa as an “indivisible and living 
whole,” with shared influence of, and benefit from the 
architecture.

Abstract
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Fig. 0.03: Wax-eye on the banks of the Awa
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Introduction

As ancient guardians of the River, Māori do not see her 
as a mere resource, but a living being, an entity that 
cannot be owned. Te Awa Tupua does not define the 
River’s boundaries as absolute, nor does it refer to the 
River in her pure physical form. Instead, it acknowl-
edges the River as “an indivisible and living whole, 
comprising the Whanganui River from the mountains 
to the sea, incorporating all its physical and metaphys-
ical elements” (“Te Awa Tupua Act” 14).

This thesis sees Te Awa Tupua as a 
call for action, for more thoughtful 
design responses to pragmatic issues 
in the specific historic, cultural and 
urban context of Whanganui.

It is a small contribution based on my personal cre-
ative and poetic response to the context as a Pāke-
hā. The research does not claim special expertise, as 
thi slies in the hands of the Whanganui River people 
whose generations of intrinsic, lived knowledge far ex-
ceed what is presented in the course of this research.  

The work provides an example of 
how steps such as Te Awa Tupua can 
prompt designers to respond to ecol-
ogies in a more responsible, empa-
thetic way.

The Whanganui River Claims Settlement Bill, or Te 
Awa Tupua, has the potential to fundamentally change 
the way we relate to the river and to ensure our ac-
tions respect its mana. 

The Bill was enacted after a 140 year battle by Whan-
ganui iwi for protection of the precious Whanganui 
River, with whom they have a special relationship 
with and for whom they have a special responsibility. 
Since colonization human actions have fundamentally 
changed the river and have jeopardised her wellbeing.

In the name of urban development these interferenc-
es have destroyed native habitats and food-gathering 
sites, stolen her fresh waters and polluted what was 
left, changed her meandering form and the way she 
moved, and permanently altered her expression.

What does this say about how we value our complex 
and vital ecological entities? Dominant European 
planning has viewed rivers as natural resources, some-
thing to be used and even abused for human benefit.  
As well as this, planning strategies have resulted in ur-
ban environments often in disharmony with ecological 
needs. As Geoff Park writes, the approach suppresses 
the “wild earth” and complex river system “...beneath 
the tar seal of its temporary, suburban skin” (110).

The research is framed by the question:

How can architecture 
respond to a river in 
the spirit of Te Awa 
Tupua?

Introduction
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Te
1. (determiner) the (singular) - used when refer-

ring to a particular individual or thing.
2. (determiner) the - when referring to a whole 

class of things or people designated by the noun 
that follows.

Awa
1. (noun) river, stream, creek, canal, gully, gorge, 

groove, furrow.

Tupua
1. (modifier) strange, supernatural, abnormal

Fig. 0.06: Kayaker on the Whanganui River

Fig. 0.05: Te Awa Tupua word definition breakdown



Jane Rendell describes her term ‘critical spatial theo-
ry’ as “projects located between art and architecture.” 
She articulates that projects that within this space 
critique “...both the sites into which they intervened 
as well as the disciplinary procedures in which they 
operated.” (119)

I tried to challenge the conventions 
of architectural programme, occu-
pation, landscape intervention and 
planning strategies in the form of 
architectural projects that sit “at a 
triple crossroad between art and ar-
chitecture, and between public and 
private.” 
Importantly too, the research pursues “...self-reflec-
tion and the desire for social change...” and seeks “...
to transform rather than only describe.” (Rendell 119)

Self-reflection has been critical in this research, as 
I endeavour to understand my place as a Pakeha re-
sponding to Te Awa Tupua, a legal representation of 
what is a Māori system of knowledge. The research 
challenges the dominant European understanding of 
development and progress for humans, and advocates 
for the concrete expression  of ecological empathy.

The inquiry developed and shifted through each phase, 
as the research exposed different methods of respond-
ing to the river as a ‘living and indivisible whole’. 

While the general question remained, each phase 
posed its own pragmatic design questions, - for exam-
ple “How can we inhabit a dynamic edge?” “How can 
we cross a body of water?” Initial questions stimulated 
design; the design then formulated new questions.

In the Manhattan Transcripts Bernard Tschumi 
writes: “In architecture, concepts can either precede 
or follow projects or buildings. In other words, a the-
oretical concept may be either applied to a project or 
derived from it” (xix).

The methodology of design as research is well estab-
lished. Jane Rendell states:

“Instead of posing research ques-
tions and then finding answers, in 
much design research the process 
operates through generative modes, 
producing works at the outset that 
may then be reflected upon later.” 

(Rendell 117)

A major research question set the scope, while precise 
sub-questions were investigated through architectural 
tests. I reflected upon the outcomes and then tested 
these  against  my broader intention: Are these respond-
ing to my understanding of Te Awa Tupua? The reflec-
tion set the inquiry for the following phase, and so on.

Methodology

4
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Fig. 0.07: Sketch books
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The research is structured in three parts, each with an 
initial research component, one or two design inter-
ventions, and a critical reflection. At each part a site 
visit to the relevant area of the River contributed vital-
ly to the design response that followed. The process of 
the research was a process of getting to know the river.

Part One: Person/ River
I researched the specific issue of ‘flooding’ politically, 
spatially and socially. I conceptualised Te Awa Tupua 
‘personally’ as the relationship between two living 
things - human and river. The result was the design of 
Intervention 1: Watchtower.

Part Two: Town/ River
I did interviews with local people to understand not 
just how the individual would be affected by the archi-
tecture, but how architecture could connect commu-
nities and create a place whose ecological and social 
impact was rigorously considered. What does Te Awa 
Tupua mean for the town? This led to Interventions 2 
+ 3: Bridge + Lookout. 

Part Three: Settlement/ River
The final phase steps beyond the town to react to large 
scale human interventions that have changed the riv-
er, and suggests ways we can relinquish dominance 
and allow the river to dictate her own form and flow.  
At the river mouth there has been significant historic 
manipulation. The projects aim to work with the natu-
ral forces of the river instead, leading to Interventions 
4 + 5: River Mouth Release and Sea Wall/Walkway.

Thesis Structure 
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Fig. 0.08: Methodology timeline diagram
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Phase 1: Watchtower

Sites interventions:

1:500,000

Diversion

Hiruharama

Atene

Mosquito Pt.

Whanganui

Thesis Structure — projects and site scope

N

0 1 km

Lower river

1:25,000 
@A1

PART THREE Settlement / River

Intervention 4: River mouth release
Intervention 5: Sea wall/ Walkway

Fig. 0.09: Location of research scope Fig. 0.10: Map of Interventions
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N

0 1 km

Lower river

1:25,000 
@A1

0 1 km

PART TWO

PART ONE Person / River

Town / River

Intervention 1: Watchtower

Intervention 2: Bridge
Intervention 3: Stairs/ Lookout
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E rere kau mai te awa nui nei,

Mai i te kāhui maunga ki Tangaroa

Ko au te awa 

Ko te awa ko au

The great river flows 

from the mountains to the sea

I am the river 

and the river is me

(Whanganui iwi proverb)

Fig. 0.11: Whanganui River catchment and major tributaries
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Fig. 0.12: Whanganui River looking up stream
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INITIAL CONTEXTS
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Tupua te Kawa
 
Tupua te Kawa, the natural law / intrinsic values of Te 
Awa Tupua, are legally recognised and provide princi-
ples for future actions pertaining to the river and her 
ecologies.
 
Tupua te Kawa is composed of some fundamental, 
well established understandings of Whanganui Iwi:

The Bill
Te Awa Tupua is a piece of legislation that was part of 
the Treaty settlement finalised in 2014, after over 140 
years of claims by Whanganui Iwi. The settlement is 
known as Ruruku Whakatupua, the deed of settlement 
for the Whanganui River.

Te Awa Tupua is a highly innovative and potentially 
very powerful solution to major environmental issues.

The bill recognises:
 
Te Awa Tupua is an indivisible and 
living whole, comprising the Whan-
ganui River from the mountains to 
the sea, incorporating all its physical 
and metaphysical elements.

(“Te Awa Tupua Act” 14)
 

14

Te Awa Tupua — structure

Fig. 0.13: Te Awa Tupua bill Fig. 0.14: Tupua te Kawa

INITIAL CONTEXTS

1.
Ko te Awa te mātāpuna o te ora

— the River is the source of spiritual and 
physical sustenance.

 
2.

E rere kau mai i te Awa nui mai i te Kahui 
Maunga ki Tangaroa

— the great River flows from the moun-
tains to the sea.

 
3.

Ko au te Awa, ko te Awa ko au

— I am the River and the River is me

 
4.

Ngā manga iti, ngā manga nui e honoho-
no kau ana, ka tupu hei Awa Tupua

— the small and large streams that flow 
into one another form one River
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Te Pou Tupua
Te Pou Tupua is the human face of the river. In action, 
it is composed of two representatives for the river, one 
appointed by iwi, one by the crown.

In September 2017 Dame Tariana Turia and Turama 
Hawira were appointed as the first Te Pou Tupua, a 
position that stands for three years. It is a singular 
role performed by both representatives. They speak 
and act on behalf of the river to promote its wellbeing.

Ngā Tāngata Tiaki o Whanganui
Ngā Tāngata Tiaki o Whanganui is the post-settlement 
governance entity for Whanganui iwi for the purpose 
of the Whanganui River Treaty Settlement. The gover-
nance entity was established on 4 August 2014, at the 
same time Ruruku Whakatupua, the deed of settle-
ment for the Whanganui River, was signed.

15

Physical

Water quality

Stories

Customs

Connection

Guidance

Guardianship

Inspiration

Relationships

Fun

Emersion

Empathy

Reliance
Protection

Joy

Spirit

Wellbeing

Memories
History

Myths

Infrastructure

Habitat

Flooding

Gathering
Hunting

Health

Wastewater

Headwaters

Tributaries

Watershed

Self-reflection 

Navigability Engineering

Property
Planning

Sediments

Water cycle

Landforms

Geomorphology
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Metaphysical

Erosion

Faith
Love

Fig 0.15: Metaphysical and physical elements of Te Awa Tupua
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In past legal frameworks, the river was defined by 
quantitative factors:

— tidal vs, non tidal
— navigable vs. non navigable 

(“Whanganui River Report 1999” 288)

This recognition was based purely on what humans 
stand to gain from her and is illustrative of the co-
lonial attitude of human dominance and separation 
from ‘nature’. Te Awa Tupua rectifies this by acknowl-
edging the river’s status as an indivisible and living 
whole, having rights in and of itself.

1.5 centuries of injustice
From the 1870s till now Whanganui Iwi have been 
constantly seeking justice. On 6 February 1840 the 
Treaty of Waitangi was signed and included the signa-
tures of 14 Whanganui River Rangatira. Three months 
later the New Zealand Company bought 40,000 acres 
in the lower region of the River. Whanganui was set to 
become New Zealand’s second major settlement.

Te Awa Tupua — Māori grievances

16

Aotea canoe

Te Atihau hapu

became Te Atihau-nui-a-Paparangi

edler Tamakehu wife Ruaka appointed guardians of the river,
& divided river into three parts:

Retaruke

Taumaranui

Ranana

Putiki

Upper

Guardian: Hine Ngakau (daughter)
Taniwha: Waitahu-parae

Te taura whiri a Hine Ngakau
The plaited rope of Hinengakau

“A spliced rope, entire from source to mouth”

“A spliced rope, if broken, is made whole again”

Middle

Guardian: Tamaupoko (eldest son)
Taniwha: Koura-putaroa

Lower

Guardian: Tupoho (younger son)
Taniwha: Tutaeporoporo

Fig. 0.16: Iwi and hapu along the river

INITIAL CONTEXTS
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1840 14 Whanganui River rangatira sign the Treaty of Waitangi

1848 The Crown purchase 86,200 acres at the lower region of the River

late
1850s Legislation allowing erection of structures on the River by local authorities passed

1885 Crown discussions with Māori re: the establishment of a steamboat service and engineering of river rapids
1887 Whanganui Māori protest the extent of river works, pointing to degradation to their eel weirs and fisheries
1891

1903

1920s

1927

1937

1949

1962

1971

1988

1958

1900

1850

1950

2000

Whanganui River Trust Act passed, for conservation of the natural scenery, and protection of navigability. There 
was no Māori membership on the trust board.

Crown expands powers of the River Trust; e.g. the right to extract and sell River gravel is granted.

Whanganui Iwi petition for compensation for: taking of gravel, damage to pā tuna and utu piharau, and profits 
from steamboat companies. No inquiry was undertaken by the Native Land Court.

Whanganui Iwi apply to Native Land Court to investigate their claim of customary ownership of the River.

Supreme Court rules the Coal-mines Act Amendment Act 1903 had vested the riverbed in the Crown.
1950 Royal Commission recomment compensation for gravel extraction.

Court of Appeal rule Māori customary ownership was extinguished by granting Crown title to riparian blocks.

Construction of TPS diversions begin without consultation with Iwi.

Whanganui River Māori Trust Board established
1990 Trust Board lodges the Whanganui River Claim with the Waitangi Tribunal

1995 Moutoa Gardens/ Pakaitore protests

Whanganui River claim court proceedings

2014 Ruruku Whakatupua (Whanganui River Deed of Settlement) is passed, comprising two parts: 
Te Mana o Te Iwi o Whanganui and Te Mana o Te Awa Tupua

2017 Te Awa Tupua (Whanganui River Claims Settlement) Act is passed.

Council authorises diversion of Whanganui river headwaters for the Tongariro Power Scheme (TPS)

Whanganui Iwi claim court proceedings

Coal-mines Act Amendment Act states that the beds of all navigable rivers ‘shall remain and shall be deemed to 
have always been vested in the Crown’ with no Iwi consultations.

Fig. 0.17: Whanganui River Māori and Crown relations since the Treaty of Waitangi
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The bureaucratic pursuit of domination of nature has 
parallels to patriarchal oppression. Ecofeminist theo-
ries draw parallels between the process of colonisa-
tion and exploitation of natural resources with the pa-
triarchal treatment of woman. “These processes take 
profound material forms (eg. the raping of the earth 
and women), and persist in various representations 
through policy, advertising and the media”  (Saunders 
16).

As a Pākeha woman with lived experience of oppres-
sion, I found the connection was useful in accessing 
empathy for actions that affect the Awa. I have used  
the pronoun ‘she/her’ for the Awa throughout the re-
search. This was my personal choice, and  reflects  the 
ecofeminist theory that strives to move past binary 
understandings of nature and culture (Haraway 131).

This approach can be extended by using some of the 
concepts of kaupapa Māori.  Jo Mane summarises 
some core values of the kaupapa:

— Tika: doing things right, for the right rea-
sons, for the benefit of the collective.

— Pono: being truthful and acting with integri-
ty; spirited faith connection to spiritual realm.

— Aroha: love for others, self, place, environ-
ment.

— Whanaungatanga: kinship, connectivity and 
relationships of people (living and dead), land, 

waters, flora, fauna and the spiritual realm. 
(Mane 3)

Mane also describes how research can be problematic 
for Māori, as “theorising is seen as a luxury not afford-
ed to Māori in the struggle against the many global in-
fluences that undermine [their] basic human rights...” 
(2). This was something that I increasingly struggled 
with as the research progressed. 

While the core of the research is grounded in Te Awa 
Tupua, parallel theories expanded the investigation to 
a wider discourse on people and how we relate to the 
environment. 

The recognition of the Whanganui River as a legal 
person is a translation of  customs and beliefs specific 
to the iwi of the Awa. Lived knowledge of the mana 
whenua cannot be summarised in another’s voice.  
The  aim of my thesis is primarily to respond to and 
learn from Te Awa Tupua.  I have been influenced by 
a number of theories relating to people and their rela-
tionship to the environment around them. 

Te Awa Tupua is about relationships 
between people, places and ecolo-
gies of the past, present and future. 
A key philosophy that underlies my research is the 
denial of artificially constructed boundaries between 
people, culture and the environment. Here I have  
been influenced by the writing of Bruno Latour in We 
Have Never Been Modern, with his idea of ‘hybrids’ 
that transcend the ‘modern’ dichotomy of nonhumans 
(nature) and humans (culture). Written in 1993, the 
book  argues that post Enlightenment scientific rea-
soning, seen to relieve humans from our primitive 
reliance on nature, is more faith that fact. This is in 
contrast to indigenous views reflecting continued an-
cient hunter-gatherer knowledge of the human/nature 
symbiosis. (Latour 7)

The Māori worldview freely inte-
grates humans and nature, the past, 
present and future, and acknowledg-
es our interdependence and there-
fore unavoidable responsibility for 
the environment. 
As articulated in a Waitangi Tribunal report “The en-
vironment, therefore, cannot be viewed in isolation... 
The mauri in land, water, and other resources, and the 
whakapapa of species, are the building blocks of an en-
tire world view and of Māori identity itself” (Waitangi 
Tribunal 237).

As law professor Catherine Magallanes puts it, “Indig-
enous cosmologies take a very different view of this 
relationship from the liberal, Enlightenment perspec-
tive that humans are separate from - and even above 
and dominant over - nature” (2).

Wider concepts — people and environment
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Fig. 0.18: Sitting on the banks of the river
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Fig 1.01: Looking over to Sommes Parade
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How can the river be facilitated to 
communicate?
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The first phase of research focused on a specific site: 
the stretch of floodplain occupied by Anzac Parade’s 
flood-prone homes. Between the parade and the riv-
er lies Kowhai Park, a linear park that provides both 
flood defence and recreational amenities.

The research was concerned primarily with under-
standing the current condition of the site; the park 
and the houses, and the management of flood protec-
tion by governing bodies. 

Through historical inquiry and site research, I identi-
fied problems of the past and sought to avoid repeating 
past mistakes. The key decision was that permanent 
residential architecture was not fit for a floodplain in 
flux. Through this discovery the question emerged:

How can occupation of the edge fos-
ter a new relationship, and under-
standing of the river and her ecolo-
gies?
I tested this by designing Intervention One: Watch-
tower. The architecture sought to facilitate and inten-
sify the shifting human relationship with the river’s 
body.

Part One   — introduction

25

Fig. 1.02: People / river sketch
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A safety issue

A civil defence officer with the local district council 
confirmed the seriousness of the issue. He explained 
that the flooding is a major risk to the safety of in-
habitants, having had first-hand experience with the 
evacuation and cleanup in the major floods of 2015.

He also said that in the past year there had been a 
number of very close calls, river levels that very nearly 
topped the stopbanks. With safety as the main con-
cern the only option was managed retreat.

History

Whanganui has a long history of flooding in its low-ly-
ing areas, with major events every 5 - 10 years. The 
graph below indicates that while the minimum and av-
erage river levels have remained relatively stable since 
data was first gathered in the 1970s the intensity and 
frequency of major events has significantly increased.

Mitigation strategies

Strategies for dealing with the issue in the past have 
been purely mitigative, but last year the Horizons Re-
gional Council announced that the stopbanks in Kow-
hai Park, which protect 100+ residential properties, 
will no longer be updated. Other options, such as rais-
ing or removing houses, will be implemented in due 
course. (“Long Term Plan 2018-28” 24)

This marks a shift in thinking by governing organi-
sations toward acceptance of the effects of climate 
change. 

28

Flooding — an established problem
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2005-
2006
Data 
N/A

Minimum and mean
levels remain stable.

min level (mm)

mean level (mm)

max level (mm)

Intensity and frequency 
of major events are 
increasing significantly.

Annual River Levels at Town Bridge, Whanganui, N.Z

Fig. 1.03: The rising intensity of high river levels since 1974
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Fig. 1.05: Aerial of the lower river in the 2015 floods

Fig. 1.04: Media reaction to Horizons’ stopbanks announcement

Bridget Buxton
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14 15

The serious impact of the 2015 flood on Whanganui 
prompted Horizons to gauge the views of the 
community around flood protection and river 
management, and where Horizons should concentrate 
its efforts. That community engagement in 2017 has 
resulted in Horizons re-thinking our approach to flood 
management for Whanganui and proposing a suite of 

measures to address those issues. The other primary 
driver for change is the port redevelopment project, 
initiated by the port owner, Whanganui District Council. 
This project has prompted the two organisations to 
consider the future of the ageing and deteriorating river 
training works that largely hold the lower reach of the 
Whanganui River in its current alignment.

For the Anzac Parade area we’re not proposing to make 
any further investment in higher stopbanks; we consider 
the technical challenges, impacts on Kowhai Park and 
associated costs to be too large, and the residual risks 
too challenging to adequately manage. Instead we’re 
proposing to establish a fund that would incentivise 
homeowners on the margins of the floodable area to 
raise their houses. For those homes in the main part of 
the floodable area that are more at-risk, we’re proposing 
non-mandatory purchase (and removal) of houses 
when the opportunity arises. 

The Lower Whanganui Scheme would establish a 

separate fund, setting aside a $50,000 contribution 
each year to that fund. That would be funded in 
the same way as other Lower Whanganui Scheme 
operating costs - 80 per cent would come from 
targeted rates with the balance funded through the 
region-wide river and drainage rate.

Not taking steps to progressively reduce that risk over 
time has a range of economic and social consequences 
for Whanganui that we believe (in the absence of 
more robust flood defences as a feasible option) are 
too large to ignore. Horizons would not be adequately 
discharging its statutory responsibilities.

For the floodable part of Taupō Quay, we propose to 
work together with the Whanganui District Council to 
explore ways in which flood protection measures can 
be integrated with the high amenity value of that area, 
particularly the precinct upstream of the City Bridge 
(including the River Traders’ Market area). No allowance 

has been made for any construction work in our plan, 
as the trigger would be any future redevelopment plans 
that the Whanganui District Council might have for 
the area. 

We’ve allowed $10,000 for staff time and consultant 
costs to formulate a plan jointly with WDC.

LOWER WHANGANUI 
RIVER SCHEME

ANZAC PARADE

TAUPŌ QUAY

A

B

Levels of service Reduced flood risk and more resilient river control

Rates Increased rates across all years as detailed in the table below

Debt Debt to increase by $3.397 million which will be paid off over 13 years

CHANGE TO 
ACTIVITY

In contrast to Anzac Parade, we believe that 
constructing flood defences for the Pūtiki area is a 
feasible proposition, requiring lower height stopbanking 
for a more contained area that doesn’t have the same 
technical (foundation) challenges. Further technical 
work is however required to ensure that flood defences 
designed to contain Whanganui River floods don’t 

exacerbate the flood hazard associated with the 
Ngatarua Stream. 

The estimated spend of $1.2 million to construct 
stopbanks is scheduled for Year 6 and 7 of the LTP and 
further consultation will be undertaken as the time for 
works approach. If this work is not completed the high 
flood risk for this area will remain.

The section of coastline that meets the mouth of the 
Whanganui River is a particularly exposed and active 
part of the west coast, with the river prior to port 
construction moving backward and forward along 
several kilometres of coastline. Port operation requires 
a fixed and navigable mouth, with a significant amount 
of investment made in infrastructure to achieve that. 
Whanganui as a city has largely grown around a river 
in a relatively stable position with significant areas of 
residential development and critical infrastructure 
established on either side. That river infrastructure 
is in relatively poor condition, posing a risk to that 
infrastructure/development, a matter highlighted by the 
port revitalisation project. 

Managing the alignment of the lower reach of the river 
was not part of the activity for the Lower Whanganui 
Scheme when it was established in 2006. Horizons and 
Whanganui District Council have agreed that this should 

be added to the areas of responsibility covered by that 
scheme, covering inspection and maintenance of this 
infrastructure and managing the alignment of the 
lower reach of the river, including the moles located 
at the mouth. 

Expected costs for this work are approximately 
$4.9 million over a period of 30 years. 
Whanganui District Council has agreed to contribute 
25 per cent of the cost of work to the moles over a 
10 year period commencing in Year 1. If we are able to 
obtain financial assistance from central government, 
some acceleration of the work programme is likely.

For all of the projects undertaken in the Lower 
Whanganui Scheme, the impact to ratepayers per 
$100,000 of capital value is minimal, as summarised in 
the table below. Please note this will be an additional 
rate requirement on top of current operating costs. 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

80% targeted rate 2.70 2.19 5.62 5.10 4.42 10.78 10.15 4.02 4.14 5.56

20% regional river and drainage rate 0.09 0.07 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.36 0.33 0.13 0.14 0.18 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

80% targeted rate 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

20% regional river and drainage rate 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

PŪTIKI

LOWER WHANGANUI RIVER STRUCTURES

C

D

Horizons staff and contractors are currently clearing the 
section of the Matarawa Stream that passes through 
Whanganui, part of our response to the June 2015 
flood event, work that is due to be completed next 
summer. This reach of the Matarawa was specifically 
excluded from the Matarawa Scheme when it was 

first established and accordingly the work currently 
underway is being funded from general reserves. 
We’re proposing to repay the reserves via a scheme 
loan. We’re proposing to spread the cost of repaying 
that loan over the Whanganui urban area, retaining a 
smaller maintenance rate once that loan is repaid.

MATARAWA SCHEME

Levels of service New channel maintenance within the existing scheme

Rates Increased rates across all years as detailed in the table below

Debt Debt to increase by $275,000, repaid over a 10 year period

CHANGE TO 
ACTIVITY

14 15

$ RATES IMPACT PER $100,000 OF CAPITAL VALUE:

$ RATES IMPACT PER $100,000 OF CAPITAL VALUE:

Flooding — Horizons Long-Term plan 2018
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Fig. 1.06: Horizons’ long-term plan 2018 pages 24-5
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14 15

The serious impact of the 2015 flood on Whanganui 
prompted Horizons to gauge the views of the 
community around flood protection and river 
management, and where Horizons should concentrate 
its efforts. That community engagement in 2017 has 
resulted in Horizons re-thinking our approach to flood 
management for Whanganui and proposing a suite of 

measures to address those issues. The other primary 
driver for change is the port redevelopment project, 
initiated by the port owner, Whanganui District Council. 
This project has prompted the two organisations to 
consider the future of the ageing and deteriorating river 
training works that largely hold the lower reach of the 
Whanganui River in its current alignment.

For the Anzac Parade area we’re not proposing to make 
any further investment in higher stopbanks; we consider 
the technical challenges, impacts on Kowhai Park and 
associated costs to be too large, and the residual risks 
too challenging to adequately manage. Instead we’re 
proposing to establish a fund that would incentivise 
homeowners on the margins of the floodable area to 
raise their houses. For those homes in the main part of 
the floodable area that are more at-risk, we’re proposing 
non-mandatory purchase (and removal) of houses 
when the opportunity arises. 

The Lower Whanganui Scheme would establish a 

separate fund, setting aside a $50,000 contribution 
each year to that fund. That would be funded in 
the same way as other Lower Whanganui Scheme 
operating costs - 80 per cent would come from 
targeted rates with the balance funded through the 
region-wide river and drainage rate.

Not taking steps to progressively reduce that risk over 
time has a range of economic and social consequences 
for Whanganui that we believe (in the absence of 
more robust flood defences as a feasible option) are 
too large to ignore. Horizons would not be adequately 
discharging its statutory responsibilities.

For the floodable part of Taupō Quay, we propose to 
work together with the Whanganui District Council to 
explore ways in which flood protection measures can 
be integrated with the high amenity value of that area, 
particularly the precinct upstream of the City Bridge 
(including the River Traders’ Market area). No allowance 

has been made for any construction work in our plan, 
as the trigger would be any future redevelopment plans 
that the Whanganui District Council might have for 
the area. 

We’ve allowed $10,000 for staff time and consultant 
costs to formulate a plan jointly with WDC.

LOWER WHANGANUI 
RIVER SCHEME

ANZAC PARADE

TAUPŌ QUAY

A

B

Levels of service Reduced flood risk and more resilient river control

Rates Increased rates across all years as detailed in the table below

Debt Debt to increase by $3.397 million which will be paid off over 13 years

CHANGE TO 
ACTIVITY

In contrast to Anzac Parade, we believe that 
constructing flood defences for the Pūtiki area is a 
feasible proposition, requiring lower height stopbanking 
for a more contained area that doesn’t have the same 
technical (foundation) challenges. Further technical 
work is however required to ensure that flood defences 
designed to contain Whanganui River floods don’t 

exacerbate the flood hazard associated with the 
Ngatarua Stream. 

The estimated spend of $1.2 million to construct 
stopbanks is scheduled for Year 6 and 7 of the LTP and 
further consultation will be undertaken as the time for 
works approach. If this work is not completed the high 
flood risk for this area will remain.

The section of coastline that meets the mouth of the 
Whanganui River is a particularly exposed and active 
part of the west coast, with the river prior to port 
construction moving backward and forward along 
several kilometres of coastline. Port operation requires 
a fixed and navigable mouth, with a significant amount 
of investment made in infrastructure to achieve that. 
Whanganui as a city has largely grown around a river 
in a relatively stable position with significant areas of 
residential development and critical infrastructure 
established on either side. That river infrastructure 
is in relatively poor condition, posing a risk to that 
infrastructure/development, a matter highlighted by the 
port revitalisation project. 

Managing the alignment of the lower reach of the river 
was not part of the activity for the Lower Whanganui 
Scheme when it was established in 2006. Horizons and 
Whanganui District Council have agreed that this should 

be added to the areas of responsibility covered by that 
scheme, covering inspection and maintenance of this 
infrastructure and managing the alignment of the 
lower reach of the river, including the moles located 
at the mouth. 

Expected costs for this work are approximately 
$4.9 million over a period of 30 years. 
Whanganui District Council has agreed to contribute 
25 per cent of the cost of work to the moles over a 
10 year period commencing in Year 1. If we are able to 
obtain financial assistance from central government, 
some acceleration of the work programme is likely.

For all of the projects undertaken in the Lower 
Whanganui Scheme, the impact to ratepayers per 
$100,000 of capital value is minimal, as summarised in 
the table below. Please note this will be an additional 
rate requirement on top of current operating costs. 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

80% targeted rate 2.70 2.19 5.62 5.10 4.42 10.78 10.15 4.02 4.14 5.56

20% regional river and drainage rate 0.09 0.07 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.36 0.33 0.13 0.14 0.18 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

80% targeted rate 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

20% regional river and drainage rate 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

PŪTIKI

LOWER WHANGANUI RIVER STRUCTURES

C

D

Horizons staff and contractors are currently clearing the 
section of the Matarawa Stream that passes through 
Whanganui, part of our response to the June 2015 
flood event, work that is due to be completed next 
summer. This reach of the Matarawa was specifically 
excluded from the Matarawa Scheme when it was 

first established and accordingly the work currently 
underway is being funded from general reserves. 
We’re proposing to repay the reserves via a scheme 
loan. We’re proposing to spread the cost of repaying 
that loan over the Whanganui urban area, retaining a 
smaller maintenance rate once that loan is repaid.

MATARAWA SCHEME

Levels of service New channel maintenance within the existing scheme

Rates Increased rates across all years as detailed in the table below

Debt Debt to increase by $275,000, repaid over a 10 year period

CHANGE TO 
ACTIVITY

14 15

$ RATES IMPACT PER $100,000 OF CAPITAL VALUE:

$ RATES IMPACT PER $100,000 OF CAPITAL VALUE:
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Consultation
The Regional Council is very clear that all decisions 
they make come from public / landowner requests.

In this context, consultation is a problematic word. 
For many on the receiving end, it evokes memories 
of historical grievances, as well as more recent prob-
lems in Christchurch following the earthquakes and 
subsequent evacuations, especially in the residential 
red zone.

In the case of Christchurch, people who were politi-
cally and legally well-informed could navigate the sys-
tem and get better outcomes than those who had less 
bureaucratic knowledge. 

Horizons will have to use thorough and innovative 
consultation strategies for the Anzac Parade houses to 
ensure that people do not feel ignored, imposed on or 
exploited.

“... it’s all very well saying there will be 
absolute consultation.. but if there’s 
no plan for it how can you trust that?”

(Sharpe)

Council action
Flood protection management is shared between the 
Horizons Regional and the Whanganui District coun-
cils.

Horizons deal with flood mitigation measures, pub-
lic consultation and rates management. The District 
Council’s civil defence team provide ‘first response’. 

In 2012 a plan was released to update the Kowhai Park 
stopbanks to protect against a 1-in-100-year flood.  
This was rejected after public consultations, likely due 
to the increase in targeted rates. In 2014 a less ambi-
tious plan increasing the protection to a 1-in-50-year 
event was completed.

2018-28 Long Term Plan (LTP)
The Horizons Long Term Plan states that stopbanks 
would no longer be raised. Other solutions were pro-
posed, including purchase and removal of houses in 
the worst-affected areas. While this plan is clear about 
not increasing stopbanks, there is as yet no manage-
ment plan for the future.  

Flooding — management
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1857 91 97 1904 39
40

45 58
90

94 98 13 15 2018 ...
2000

5 years

Anzac Pde submerged

Major recorded floods

Anzac Pde evacuated

Stopbanks overtopped

Horizons intervention

Emergency sandbagging

Emergency sausage

2012:  report to upgrade existing 1 in 30 yr stopbanks. 
**work did not go ahead after public consultation.

2014: $1.om spent on protection for 57 houses in a 1 in 50 
yr event.

2018: a plan that “could involve removing houses” will be 
released to public in “about November this year”

Regional council (Horizons): 

River Engineers and analysts.

manage flood mitigation
funding of works
public consultations

District council:

Civil defence.

manage the response.
evacuations, sirens and 
emergency protection.

vs.
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MITIGATE

RISING WATER RESPONSE METHODS: 
Whanganui river at Kowhai park

ACCEPT

permanent

stop bank flood wall sandbags

responsive
architecture

remove

temporary no change

1950s (?) to current

2018 beyond (?)

Fig. 1.07: Responses to major floods

Fig. 1.08: Past and future flood mitigation strategies
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Flooding — possible protection strategies                                                                                                                                       

“ RAISE ”

FLOOD PROTECTION STRATEGY

Council Recommendations:

Might look something like:

Open

River

Enclosed Demolish and Re-house Re-locate: off site

“ REMOVE ”

Elevated 

zone

New

Existing

Opportunity

space

Max level

Min level

+

Inhabitation by non-human 
species.

Plants, food, growth, 
regeneration.

Absorbant, soft ground to 
help control flood levels.

-

Rubbish 
accumulation.

‘Dead’ space.

Access.

Homogenous urban formal 
language.

+

Temporary occupation e.g. 
education, art, pop ups.

Public/ Semi public spaces.

Dinstinct new urban fabric.

Allowed to flood: human 
relationship with river.

-

Non absorbant ground: intensify 
flood levels.

   

+

Higher density: more public space.

Time, place and socially appropriate design.

A new typology, innovation.

-

Demolition and displacement.

+

More structurally stable land.

Less fluctuating conditions.

A new urban condition somewhere.

Potential for regeneration of river edge.

-

Urban sprawl.

Displacement.

Little architectural innovation.

Fig. 0.9: Prediction of council recommendations
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“Yes I’m always amazed the fact that 
they’re still keeping those houses 
along Anzac Parade, even though 
they’ve known its flooded right from 
the beginning, from the occupation 
of Whanganui.” 

(Whanganui River Conversations with Jim Parnell)

Response
In this highly fluctuating floodplain on the ephemeral 
margin of the river, permanent housing is not appro-
priate, so where is the place for architecture here? 

What can be the role of architecture, 
if not to house people? 
 

Survey
I conducted a walking survey of the affected houses 
to gain information on their existing condition and to 
see if the houses had been designed or adapted in re-
sponse to the flooding.

Some of the houses were raised up a level, with low-
er-floor garages that could act as ‘sacrificial’ base-
ments in a flood. Others were on piles, some with 
more generous crawl space than may be common. 
However, in general, the houses were not designed 
with recognition of the fluctuating nature of the flood-
plain on which they were built. 

Findings
According to locals the turnover of houses in 
this area is disproportionately high. I saw ev-
idence of this during the walking survey, with 
several houses for sale at the time. Some were 
ironically being marketed for their ‘river views’.

Most of the houses were of a post-1950s style, built 
on land probably bought cheap at a time when the 
last big flood was distant enough to be forgotten.

It is as if the fluctuating nature of the site was com-
pletely dismissed, and the dominant suburban 
approach was applied with little consideration. 

Who is responsible for the houses 
being there in the first place? Should 
the council have forecast this out-
come, stepped in and stopped devel-
opments? Is this the beginning of re-
sponsible future thinking?

Flooding — Retreat zone
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77 stand-alone homes

18 semi-detached homes

1 student housing complex

1 high school

4 motels

Fig. 1.11: Survey contents

Fig. 1.12: Number and type of houses in the retreat zone

Fig. 1.10: Retreat zone houses

1 petrol station

1 corner store

1 consulting firm

1 rose garden
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Ninety-eight per cent of scientists claim an increased incidence

of extreme weather events. Carbon emission increases climate

change.

Using diesel fuel to move sand to the windward is the ultimate

 in ignorance.

and human arrogance. The amount it costs the council —it’s

strange.

Once a year before Christmas they do a major groom,

push huge amounts of sand into the Tasman Sea.

The giant parking lot is empty ninety-nine per cent of the time.

‘Eco-thrifty’ means you invest upfront and save energy,

save money and help the environment. What I call win-win-win

situations. When you engage in eco-design you just observe

how nature does it. They’re spending lots of money to maintain

something people don’t use. Bad design is expensive,

monetarily and carbon-wise. Flood protection is a parallel.

When a hundred-year flood becomes a fifty-year flood, stopbanks

will fail.

—Airini Beautrais

Flooding — Shifting sand poem

38

Fig. 1.13: Shifting Sand poem from FLOW: Whanganui River Poems

Fig. 1.14: Muddy bank with motorboat and rower
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“The area we know as Kowhai Park 
bears little resemblance to the flood 
prone riverbank devoid of trees that 
it was in the early years of this cen-
tury.”

(“Focus on Whanganui” 50)

This quote by Arthur P. Bates from the 1980s expos-
es the prominent European attitude of the time. A 
flood prone/ fluctuating riverbank is touted as prob-
lem; raising the ground, planting with exotic trees and 
‘beautifying’ the area for recreation is the solution.

I challenge this position in Intervention 1, exploring 
strategies for allowing the fluctuation of the edge, 
rather than denying the river her space. 

The flood-prone Kowhai Park is arranged linearly 
along Anzac Parade, or State Highway 4, which leads 
north through Raetahi to Taumaranui.

The area was first used after World War II to plant 
potatoes and broccoli. In 1917 the Beautifying Society 
gained secure tenure of the land, and the Governor 
General of the time named it Kowhai Park. In 1942 the 
land was gifted from a private trust to the City Coun-
cil.

Park uses
The south zone is dark, with dense scrub and 
large trees. The Matarawa stream runs through 
this section. There is an established arboretum 
of large non-natives along the motorway’s edge.

The central section has a number of recreation-
al activities primarily aimed at children. The 
iconic playground has been there for over 50 
years and is well loved.

Between the Dublin and Aramaho bridges are 
the water sports clubs, large parking areas of-
ten used by freedom campers, and open grassy 
areas with scattered large trees. There is a walk 
along the length of the river bank, used by com-
muters and recreational walkers.

Kowhai Park — test site   

4040
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Open

Walkways
Grass 
Garden

Sport

Play

Dense

Matarawa stream

Large evergreens
Thick scrub

castle

water feature
giant play things

wooden fort

skate park

bumper boats

go karting

motor boat club
boat ramp

triathlon/ 
multi sport club

mini golf

Fig. 1.15: Zones and features of Kowhai Park
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On observation across a weekend, a number of prob-
lems and opportunities were identified with the cur-
rent park.

1. The only access down to the water is unsafe. 
Regardless, it is used often to launch canoes, 
and for children to access the muddy beach to 
play.

2. Current seating options are limited, exposed 
and uncomfortable. I observed that many peo-
ple sit in their cars. 

3. The stream is polluted. It currently dips in 
and out of culverts, and native animal and plant 
life is limited.

4. The playground toilet block is earth-
quake-prone. The car park by the motorboat 
club is a well-known freedom camping spot 
with few facilities.

5. People fish in both the main river and the 
Matarawa stream, however there is limited ac-
cess and no facilities.

6. The park is well suited to children; the play-
ground is popular and has not been changed for 
decades. However, there are limited facilities 
for adults.

As the designs progressed into less pragmatic and 
more poetic solutions, these site potentials formed a 
‘tether’ to the current reality and informed some of 
the programmatic decisions in Intervention 1.

Kowhai Park — problems and opportunities   
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1. Strengthen access down 
to water.

2. Design seating places to 
entice people out of their 
cars.

3. Restore the Matarawa 
stream.

6. Provide activities for 
all ages.

5. Provide facilities for 
fishing.

4. Provide ablutions facili-
ties for all users.

Fig. 1.16: Key principles for park improvement
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Fig. 1.17: Looking south from just upstream of the Aramoho Rail and Pedestrian bridge
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The map on the left shows the location of Kowhai Park 
at the end of the overall journey of the River from the 
source to the mouth. The plan on the right shows the 
park as it is now. The grey is the river level at low tide. 
The darker grey indicates the properties that evacuate 
in major flood events (the last one was 2015.) They 
are also the properties currently protected by the stop 
banks.

The retreat zone
The white line through these properties is the line of 
a 1-in-200-year flood, the basis for the future strategy 
plan by the Horizons council. The park is at the inside 
bend of the meander site where sediment deposition 
occurs. At the edges of the river and park, the mud 
substrate is exposed, and the ephemeral nature of the 
site is expressed. The site is tidal, (tidal effects reach 
just downstream of Parikino). Daily fluctuations add 
to the temporal nature of the site. 

A focus on the edge, as a place of rich 
expression of the River’s life, was a 
thread throughout the design explo-
rations.

Kowhai Park   — existing condition 
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Whanganui SITE

N

SH3 to New Plymouth

SH4 to Raetihi

Railway

Atene

Parikino

Upokongaro

Koroniti

Matahiwi

Ranana

Pipiriki

Tieke Marae

10km

Retaruke

Taumaranui

to Mt Tongariro

Jerusalem

SOURCE

MOUTH

Water 
depth

Canyon
depth

Water
flow

Human
density

Native 
flora

Native 
fauna

Fig. 1.19: Sectional sketch of edge transitionsFig. 1.18: Broad site location

Fig. 1.20: Current site map
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Connection   — observations

46

Its like meeting a new person who you know will be a 

friend for life,

there are connections there that span generations, past 

and future.

Maybe she’s a distant cousin you’ve heard of, but only 

just met.

They’re complex, vivacious, capable of incredible strength 

and volatility

 — but also of incredible peace and serenity.

She allows life to thrive around her, but has the power to 

wash it away

 — only if the mother creation, spirit world, asks her to.

 If you present yourself to her, she will understand you 

and be there always

 — but you will never fully understand her.

Fig. 1.21: Reflections after the first site visit
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Fig. 1.22: Between the Dublin street and Aramoho rail bridges. An informal path separates you from the busy road above. The 
effect is restful escapism.
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It was useful for developing Intervention 1: Watchtow-
er as something that reached down to the water and 
across it, and  was inhabited ‘nomadically’ for rest and 
gathering.

Connections — edge inhabitance

float nomadic

transitional

short term long term

pa

travel
hunting
healing
inspiration

gathering
temporary
storage
rest

fortified
storage
stable

Māori  rivers’ edge refined ‘zoning’

Fig. 1.23: Section of Māori river’s edge zoning

Fig. 1.24: Transitional structures that relate across the water
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Fig. 1.25: Looking south from the Dublin St bridge. A children’s running event is taking place. 

Fig. 1.26: Ground condition of the tidally fluctuating edge
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What can be the role of architecture 
in this place?
The problem is complicated: failing stop banks will 
not be updated and the future of the highway, the 
park, and the houses is uncertain. Will the legal per-
sonality of the River have a place in the plan for the 
area? Horizons are clear that public consultation is 
integral to their decision-making, and so the river and 
her representatives are likely to be a major influence. 
The river must be central to designs for this project. 

Current architecture was not appropriate; permanent 
dwellings do not belong in a fluctuating zone. If not 
housing, what could be the programme? Something 
temporary, or something that shifted the nature of the 
river’s edge?

Recreational activities in the park needed improved 
facilities. But what was the fundamental response to 
Te Awa Tupua? My personal understanding of the riv-
er had shifted. I had seen, smelt and touched the Awa. 
The programme in turn could give people the space to 
stop and reflect on Te Awa Tupua.

The intention in Part One was to fa-
cilitate communication between riv-
er and person. 
The matrix on the following page displays how the riv-
er already communicates with us through our senses. 
For example, by placing our hand in her waters we can 
know her comparative temperature.

This matrix elicited architectural outputs from an ab-
stract intention. In the fourth column are built out-
comes, including jetties, boardwalks and watchtowers. 
For detail beyond what we can sense, scientific sen-
sors and appropriate displays provide another level of 
conversation. Conversation is reciprocal; there must 
be active engagement from both parties. 

The structures themselves created 
the platform for communication to 
flourish. 

Connections   — sensory communications

50

observe, look, touch, 
be with, examine, 
record, pause

plant, inhabit, 
experience, build, 
react, create

LISTEN

Reciprocity

take

TALK
give

Fig. 1.27: Reciprocity
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Fig. 1.28: Matrix of sensory communication with built outcomes

Te Awa Tupua Flooding/ Retreat zone

Problem: Lack of under-

standing of boundless river 

Talk to the river, 

have a conversation.

How can the river be facilicated to speak?
The river already communicates with us, via our senses.

Watchtowers

Measurement 
buoys including: 

echo sounder
CTD
ADCP

+ simple displays

Jetties

Long boardwalks

Steps down to 
river, platforms

Pontoons

what is being 
communicated

how can this be 
heightened

built outcomessense

sight

touch

smell

sound

taste

–

level
sediment

elevation,
long views

temperature
density

water access

salinity
fish

flow speed
density
temperature
animal life
sediment
level
salinity

access for fish-
ing, swimming

scientific sensors

flow speed
animal life

quiet spaces

contamination
salinity

spending time,
breathing

What about detail beyond what 
we can sense?

Other technologies/
tools are necessary.

How can architecture facilitate a deeper conversation with the Awa?
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Matthew Butcher
Matthew Butcher is a writer, designer and senior lec-
turer at the Bartlett School of Architecture at Univer-
sity College London. He has an ongoing body of work 
concerning future dwelling typologies for the Thames 
Estuary, U.K. Butcher is concerned with new ways of 
occupying areas that will be flooded in the future. In-
stead of mitigative responses to climate challenges, 
Butcher imagines ways of living with and reacting to 
future landscapes. He is particularly interested in ‘hy-
brid’ conditions where multiple ‘natural’ and ‘social’ 
ecologies co-exist and interact.

The Flood House I
Flood House 1 is a weather station, built in 2016, that 
floats adrift in the Thames Estuary.  It is towed from 
site to site monitoring tide fluctuations in an area 
vulnerable to flooding. The structure is not inhabited 
by humans, but instead houses equipment that mea-
sures environmental data such as temperature, mois-
ture and wind speed. This information is then  live-
streamed to a website.

The building’s design was influenced by the vernacular 
of the Thames Estuary including “fishing sheds, WWII 
pillboxes, bunkers and Maunsell naval sea forts.” The 
building drifted “…from mudflat to mudflat as if in a 
future flooded landscape” (Voon). Butcher sees the 
project as a test of the livability of the estuary, antici-
pating effects of climate change. He says:

“I was concerned that we are con-
tinuing to build architectures that 
avoid a direct relationship with the 
environment and the weather” 
“...the Flood House would be a comfortable place to 
live, but its aim is to suggest a re-engagement with the 
ecologies of the Thames” 

“Living there, your body would be 
forced to feel the rise and fall of the 
tide as well as the change in seasons.”

(Voon)

The project is significant because  it questions its rela-
tionship to its environment. The structure moves with 
the tides and is moved from one location to another, 
so the environment is inherent in  the occupants’ ex-
perience. 

The architecture is also in dialogue with its context by 
referencing historical built forms, and by measuring 
and communicating environmental information.

Key theorist — Matthew Butcher
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Fig. 1.29, 1.30, 1.31: Matthew Butcher’s The Flood House I

Bridget Buxton
	�

Bridget Buxton
Image removed for copyright reasons.
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The Flood House II
The Flood House II places itself in an imagined sce-
nario where the current sea wall at Cliffe Marshes 
has been removed, and the surrounding landscape al-
lowed to flood. It is  similar to the future ‘retreat zone’ 
condition in Whanganui.

Key influences of the project:
Theoretical influence came from Primitivist thinkers 
Paul Shepard and John Zerzan. They raise ideas about 
current civilisations’ over-reliance on technology.

Paul Shephard writes: “If nature is not a prison and 
earth a shoddy way-station, we must find the faith and 
force to affirm its metabolism as our own— or rath-
er, our own as part of it. To do so means nothing less 
than a shift in our whole frame of reference and our 
attitude toward life itself, a wider perception of the 
landscape as a creative, harmonious being where rela-
tionships of things are as real as the things” (Shephard 
133-4).

The Flood House II proposes an architecture that is in 
synthesis with its ecology and environment. It chan-
nels the “poetics of natural processes”.

“At the heart of the Flood House II 
is the theme running through much 
Primitivist thought: that our identity 
and our consciousness are defined 
primarily by our relationship to na-
ture and ecology.”

(Butcher 24)

Off-grid: 
“A building that shits itself and buries itself”. 

(24)

The Flood House is an off-grid structure, electricity is 
generated on site and rain water is harnessed. Flood 
waters clean the house and control the sewage system: 
at high tide water is drawn into the building through 
a series of pipes, and flushes out the septic tanks, the 
dirty water then exits with the changing tide.

During winter the building is exposed to harsh North 
Sea winds. For protection, it ‘clothes’ itself by ‘burying’ 
itself in the silt and sediment. Nets wrap around the 
house, slowing the water, therefore allowing heavier 
sediments to fall and collect on the roof of the house, 
eventually burying it.

“Instead of denying the flood, re-
treating behind meters of concrete 
defence walls, the project attempts 
to suggest ways in which we can em-
brace and celebrate the natural pro-
cesses, and allow them to co-exist 
with our basic needs as dwellers. In 
this way, the building is a prototype 
not only for living differently with 
tidal waters but also for positing a 
new attitude to them”

(Butcher 27)

“It posits a type of architecture that would force occu-
pants to engage directly with the difficulty and horror 
that might be the reality of living in such an environ-
ment” (24).

Concrete materiality
Rem Koolhaas states that the method of form work 
and pouring concrete objectifies “vacuity and fullness 
with equal ease; it is the architects’ plastic.” Con-
crete gives void space of the mold “permanent life on 
earth”. (Koolhaas 248)

Butcher adds it is also the material of the estuary; the 
water, silt, abandoned concrete barges and sea wall. 
“its solidness only heightens and exaggerate the fluid 
nature of the river” (27).

A similar approach is used in Intervention 1: The 
Watchtower. Its concrete materiality evokes a solidifi-
cation of the muddy river’s edge on which it sits. The 
process of construction, of movement from liquid to 
solid, speaks to the flux of the river.

The form references a wide range of sources: “…the 
language of the architecture attempts to be several 
things at once and in several places at once – past and 
present, real and imagined, architecture and vernacu-
lar, or infrastructure. It is an architecture that is trying 
to evade any one definition, and, therefore, like the 
flood, its specific meaning is in flux” (Butcher 31).

Key theorist — Matthew Butcher
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Exploded isometric of Flood House II

25MATTHEW BUTCHER (POST WORKS)

Fig. 1.32. 1,33: Matthew Butcher’s The Flood House II

Bridget Buxton
	�

Bridget Buxton
Image removed for copyright reasons.
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Fig. 1.34: Site Location Intervention 1
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Intervention 1: Watchtower

Person / River

Fig. 1.35: Watchtower sketch
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Whanganui towers
Whanganui already has two major towers, prominent 
on the city’s high points - the Durie Hill WWI memo-
rial tower and the Bastia Hill Water tower. The Durie 
Hill tower can be climbed, and with a tunnel and pub-
lic elevator providing access to its base forms a major 
tourist attraction for the town. A new one in Kowhai 
Park would form a tower triptych.

Precedent — Whanganui towers
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Fig. 1.37: Bastia Hill Water tower, 1927, 55m

Fig. 1.36: Towers location plan

Fig. 1.38: Durie hill WWI memorial tower, 1925, 33.5m

site

durie hill

bastia hill

Intervention 1: Watchtower

Bridget Buxton
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Bridget Buxton
Image removed for copyright reasons.
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Bridget Buxton
Image removed for copyright reasons.
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Fig. 1.41: A “pūhara” or watchtower at the 
Whakarewarewa model pa, circa 1916.

Fig. 1.40: Williams, Samuel, 1788-1853: A stage 
erected for a New Zealand feast circa 1835

Fig. 1.39: A massive hākari at a feast in the Bay of Islands 1849

—historical
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Māori vertical structures
The Hākari stages were scaffolding-type structures 
erected by Māori for feast celebrations. They were a 
means of food storage and displayed the generosity of 
the hosts. The feasts were also opportunities for trade.

The innovative, massive structures were impressive in 
their size and formal expression.
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Precedent — watchtowers

Fig 1.42: 

EFFEKT architects

Giddelfeld Kloster obser-
vation tower
Denmark

2016 
under construction

Fig 1.43:

Ateliereen
architecten/
MaMu architects

Lommelse Sahar 
Observation tower
Belgium

2015
built

Fig. 1.45:

SANAA architects

Mirador del Palmeral de 
Elche
Spain

competition entry
2009
unbuilt

Fig. 1.44:

Transsoloar & 
Tetsuo Kondo 
architects

Kadriorg forest
Estonia

2011
built

support

walkway

KEY

Fig. 1.46: Structural precedents and simplified analysis

Intervention 1: Watchtower
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Fig. 1.47: 

Dina Haddadin and Rasem 
Kamal
Jordan

The Nomad Pavilion
Jordan desert

2018
unbuilt Fig. 1.49: 

Moller Architects

The Tall Hut
Matiatia, Waiheke Island

2018
under developement

Fig. 1.48:

Base studio
Saintiago, Chile

Rural water tower using “Flock-
ing tejas’ system

2018
unbuilt

Fig. 1.50: Formal precedents and simplified analysis

1. 2.

3.
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The site for Intervention 1 is centrally located be-
tween the Dublin St car/pedestrian bridge and the Ar-
amoho rail/pedestrian bridge. These form a loop with 
walkways on both banks; the Watchtower will become 
a destination on that walkway. The site has no pro-
gramme on it currently, and sits at the bend of the riv-
er with good views up- and down-stream. 

The Watchtower will link visually across to the West 
bank. There is a low-lying area surrounded by large 
non-native trees that is currently under used due to its 
boggy nature. The trees became a visual barrier to re-
act against and rise above. The boggy lowland, shown 
in green, became a bioswale to clean the stormwater 
entering the river.

Site Opportunities
— Open space centrally located between two 
bridges.

— At the bend of the river, with good views 
north and south.

— Mature trees in place provide a visual barrier 
to rise above.

— Currently under-utilized space due to its 
boggy nature.

Site — selected placement
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Fig. 1.51: Site from south Fig. 1.52: Location plan (not to scale)

Intervention 1: Watchtower
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1 in 200 
year 
evacuation 
extents

KEY

large non 
native trees 
(15-20m)

native 
cabbage 
trees

low lying 
area

0.5m 
contours

0 50m

N

Fig. 1.53: Site plan with key landscape features
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Major considerations:
— Proximity to: river, highway, retreat zone.
— Horizontal access across the site.
— Vertical access up the tower.
— Formal expression.
— Materialilty; heavy vs. light, solid vs. void.
— Relationship to the existing elements 
    e.g. trees, undulations, pathways.

Concept 1

A large tower amongst the trees, with boardwalks 
from the road, and to the river. A smaller tower close 
to the river, with a jetty out on the water.

Concept 2
A large tower set back at the intersection of two old 
(removed) roads. The user experiences a view of the 
river, before descending across boardwalks over the 
bioswale, and onwards to the river’s edge. The open 
timber structure frames the view across to a structure 
on the other side.

Concept 3

One light timber tower sits amongst the trees on the 
bioswale. It is accessed by three boardwalks that span 
in different directions; one continues into a jetty.

Development — concepts
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Fig. 1.56: Watchtower concept 3

Fig. 1.55: Watchtower concept 2

Fig. 1.54: Watchtower concept 1

Intervention 1: Watchtower

Concept 4
The form of the tower changes - a circular plan allows 
for vertical accessibility via spiral ramp. The cylindri-
cal form is pinched to form a cone. The conical form is 
expressive and structurally grounded.

Fig. 1.57: Watchtower concept 4
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Concept 5

The conical form is slanted toward the river. Two 
boardwalks connect back to the settlement and to the 
river. The form leans in to the river, reminiscent of 
someone listening in. The tapered form allows for in-
ternal programme to be nested in the base of the tow-
er and accessed by the ramp to the top viewing deck.

Concept 6

Three towers of varying scales. There is a formal dia-
logue between them and towards the river.

Fig. 1.59: Watchtower concept 6: hand sketch, physical 
sketch model and digital massings

Fig. 1.58: Watchtower concept 5

Development — concepts

Intervention 1: Watchtower
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Form development

Programming
The central programme was a watchtower, but supple-
mentary functions were also explored in two smaller 
towers. The cone form with external circulation al-
lows for internal programme to be nested in its base, 
where the volume is large enough.

Tower 1

The largest tower at 35m rises above the large 
trees and provides views from a viewing plat-
form at the top. In its base is a ‘communication 
gallery’ where data about the river is displayed 
in an immersive gallery space.

Tower 2

A smaller tower with a regeneration centre and 
nursery attached. This space would grow na-
tive seedlings to be distributed throughout the 
site as it regenerates with wetlands.

Tower 3

The southern smaller tower is a boat shed for 
waka ama/canoes and has a launching jetty.

Development — programming and form

1. 
single cone

2. 
slanted cone: nod to river

3.
slanted cone family

west bank
observation platform

scientific 
sensor buoys

Tower 3
+ jetty
+ boat sheds

Fig. 1.60: Development of forms

Fig. 1.61: Programmatic diagram 

Intervention 1: Watchtower
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west bank
jetty

river 
walkway

Tower 3
+ jetty
+ boat sheds

Tower 1
+ communication 
gallery

Tower 2
+ nursery
+ regeneration centre

boardwalk to 
other towers

internal 
programs

bioswale

viewing deck

ramp35m

Fig. 1.62: Stacking of internal and external spaces
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1:5000 @ A3

0 100m

N

0 100m

N

The watchtowers link visually across the river to two 
other structures on the western bank: a jetty to the 
north, and viewing platform to the south. These struc-
tures provide opportunities to interact with the water, 
and mark fluctuations in level. 

The Watchtower — site plan

Fig. 1.63: Wider site plan

Fig. 1.64: Watchtower site plan

Intervention 1: Watchtower
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Floating Boardwalks
Pontoon boardwalks to and between the structures sit 
above the bioswale when the river is at its average lev-
el, and float as it waters rise. This allows the people to 
experience the site in flood.

Scientific sensor buoys
For detail beyond what we can sense, scientific sensors 
and displays communicate information. Buoys out on 
the river will pick up data from sensors in their base, 
and light up with the fluctuating conditions. Data is 
sent in real time to a display in the main tower gallery.

The Watchtower — boardwalks and buoys
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floating

max

water level

min

suspended
on piles

Fig. 1.65: Pontoon boardwalks axonometric detail

Intervention 1: Watchtower
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Monitor and communicate buoy

1. echo sounder

Sound pulses reflect off objects, 
and can reveal the presence of 
fish types, and sediment in the 

river.

2. CTD 

Conductivity, temperature and 
depth. Can reveal tidal forces by 
analysing salty vs. fresh water 

readings.

Anchored on line from pontoon 
to river bed. 

500mm
approx

every 
250-750mm 

approx

3. ADCP

Acoustic dopler current profil-
er.

Measures speed and direction 
of currents by sending acoustic 

‘pings’.

The head sits above the water, 
and the transmitter sits below.

Measuring devices

LED strips to light up 
according to real time 
changes in measure-
ments

transmitting/ measuring 
device capsule

anchor/ device lines

Monitor and communicate buoy

1. echo sounder

Sound pulses reflect off objects, 
and can reveal the presence of 
fish types, and sediment in the 

river.

2. CTD 

Conductivity, temperature and 
depth. Can reveal tidal forces by 
analysing salty vs. fresh water 

readings.

anchored on line from pontoon 
to river bed. 

500mm
approx

every 
250-750mm 

approx

3. ADCP

Acoustic dopler current profil-
er.

Measures speed and direction 
of currents by sending acoustic 

‘pings’.

The head sits above the water, 
and the transmitter sits below.

Measuring devices

LED strips to light up 
according to real time 
changes in measure-
ments

transmitting/ measuring 
device capsule

anchor/ device lines

Fig. 1.66: Scientific sensor buoy design and description of instruments
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The Watchtower — section through river
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Intervention 1: Watchtower
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Fig. 1.67: The Watchtower, section and location plan
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The Watchtower —south perspective

Fig. 1.68: The Watchtower, south perspective

Intervention 1: Watchtower
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The Watchtower — east perspective

Fig. 1.69: The Watchtower, east perspective

Intervention 1: Watchtower
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Problems/Opportunities/Actions

Problem:

Small-scale project, not addressing the river 
system as a whole.

Opportunities/Actions:

Design multiple architectural interventions 
within a landscape, and connections between. 
This way the river system is addressed as a 
whole.

Problem:

Trying to design for an abstract ‘human-river’ 
connection.

Opportunities/Actions:

Re-frame role of project to express the way the 
river is a part of people’s lives.
Interview communities and understand their 
relationship with river. 

Problem:

Lack of understanding of river hydraulics / 
fluvial geomorphology

Opportunities/Actions:

Understand the river condition / personality /
life better to ensure design actions benefit the 
river too, as she is a client.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part One was an attempt to understand a particular 
area of the floodplain and design an intervention that 
facilitated communication between river and person, 
as a method of expressing an aspect of Te Awa Tupua.

The initial decision to not build permanent dwellings 
in the floodplain was an important one as it clearly set 
the tone of submission to the river and her perceived 
needs.

The work also displays the need to understand site 
and context deeply. The physical characteristics of the 
existing condition were analysed and recorded, and 
the political and social conditions scrutinised.

The piece of architecture, the watchtower, is a po-
etic response to realistic future conditions of the 
post-managed retreat zone. The architecture is rooted 
in its context, but presented as a compelling imagined 
future that sits within the theoretical world.

While the project showed promise 
of a potential approach to the role of 
architecture in this space, there were 
some critical problems with the work. 
These problems posed opportunities 
and actions for moving forward into 
Part Two.

 
 
 
 
 
 

Part One — on reflection

80

Part One: Reflection
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Fig. 1.70: Main tower
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Fig. 2.01: Looking over to Kowhai Park
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PART TWO
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How can architecture express human/
ecological relationships?
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Part Two sought to understand better the relation-
ships between communities and the river, and expand 
the scope of the research beyond one specific issue, 
the flooding, to a wider approach to the town and riv-
er. 

I had conversations with local people with intrinsic, 
lived knowledge of the town and river, in order to un-
derstand how people living in Whanganui see the river 
and relate to her.

These conversations, further site observations and 
historical research showed that there is a very strong 
relationship between those who live there and the 
Awa. This does not need to be ‘created’ or really 
‘strengthened’ by the architecture, as was the inten-
tion in Part One.

But there were opportunities for architecture to ex-
press this relationship by providing facilities for more 
active connection between town and river.

The key question for this phase of the research was:

How can architecture strengthen 
connections to the River, and provide 
a framework for River   — town rela-
tionships?
Interventions 2 and 3 - The Bridge and The Lookout 
and Stair - aimed to find places of opportunity with-
in the town where future relationships with the river 
could be strengthened, and the spirit of Te Awa Tupua 
expressed. 

This section will first run through the contextual peo-
ple/place research, and then explain the two Interven-
tions and how they express different elements of Te 
Awa Tupua.

Part Two   — introduction
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Fig. 2.02: Connections sketch
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v

He aha te mea nui o te ao

What is the most important thing in the world?

He tāngata, he tāngata, he tāngata

It is the people, it is the people, it is the people

—Māori proverb
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Fig. 2.03: Whanganui River looking over to Durie Hill
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Experiences
My own visceral understanding was enriched by a ca-
noe journey down the river. I completed the three-day 
trip with members of my whanau, guided by Hone, a 
local Māori guide who grew up on the river and knew 
the place intimately.

A summary of this experience is also included.

Conversations
To understand Te Awa Tupua, one must also under-
stand Te Awa Tupuna    — the people of the River. 

Officially the river is represented by Te Pou Tupua, the 
human face of Te Awa Tupua, and Ngā Tāngata Tiaki 
o Whanganui, which consists of an operational team 
and a board of trustees. 

I asked for an  interview with Ngā Tāngata Tiaki o 
Whanganui, but due to the international significance 
of the bill they were under time and resource pres-
sures, and I was advised that the processing time for 
research requests was going to be months. The organ-
isation had other priorities at the time, and given the 
short time frame of this research an interview did not 
go ahead. However their general manager acknowl-
edged the intent of the research and wished me well.

This initiated a search for other Awa Tupuna, peo-
ple who had strong relationships with the river, and 
whose lived knowledge would help me understand the 
principles of Te Awa Tupua from the flax roots.

I had conversations with;

Libby Sharpe, the senior curator at the Whan-
ganui Regional Museum.

Jim Parnell, the editor of the Friends of the 
Whanganui River Annual and keen kayaker.

Sister Sue Cosgrove, member of the Sisters of 
Compassion, founded in 1892 at Jerusalem up 
the river, where she lived for 10 years.

Marilyn and Marty Vreede, owners of Pakohe 
Papers Ltd, Māori art educators and local in-
fluencers.

Graham Hall, artist of Whanganui River print 
2017

Summaries of the conversations with these people fol-
low.

Note: The Human Ethics application for these interviews 
was approved through the Human Ethics Commitee, Victo-
ria University of Wellington. Application ID: 0000026367.

Relationships — introduction
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The river as the carrier as the central 
part of the history of this place, the 
carrier of the story, the bearer, the 
river as a waka itself you know.
I’m very focused on that at the moment.

Bridget: Is that a specific exhibition you’re talking about?

It’s more tying a whole lot of exhibitions together, and 
there’s a thematic link to every exhibition. We’re re-
opening in March after being closed for almost two 
years. So there is a revival, and coming to that in our 
planning and our concept development and our talks, 
it was pretty obvious that the river was the carrier of 
the story.

So that’s my professional life. In my private life, I live 
on the other side of the river in Durie Vale and I cross 
the river at least twice every day. 

Every morning I look out and see what the river is 
doing. There is this big swooping tide up from the 
mouth. I’m always looking to see what colour it is and 
what the tide’s doing, and how much debris and rub-
bish is in there. In the past three or four years my eyes 
were opened to the rubbish in the river.

Also we’ve paddled the Whanganui, from Taumaranui 
down to Pipiriki when I was first here, in canoes, and 
that was great. I would love to do it again knowing so 
much more now than I did then. Because as a new-
bie you don’t think ‘oh this is where this happened or 
that’s what’s in that photo!’ 20 years on I’ve acquired 
quite a lot of knowledge.

We also swim at Mosquito point, which is up past the 
cemetery up past Aramoho. 

Bridget: Do you swim there because it’s not so dirty?

I haven’t swum in the river for some years because 
of the failure of the wastewater and sewage systems 
seeping into the river. They say it’s clean enough now; 
they do the bridge-to-bridge race again. They stopped 
it for a long time then they started up 3 or 4 years ago. 
I’m a swimmer but I’ve never been keen because I 
think it’s still dirty.

Bridget: Do you spend much time at the river, on the river, 
with the river?
 
Yes I do actually, there are several strings to that bow. 
One is through my work. I’m a curator of social his-
tory, or cultural history, and in our museum here the 
Whanganui River is the central pathway of that and 
always has been. 

Bridget: When you first came here was it very apparent that 
the river was just such a part of people’s lives?
 
It was. I had been to Whanganui once before, and I 
didn’t know a soul. You crossed the river, and you 
know you’re in Whanganui. It reminded me of this big 
river that I paddled down in Sumatra -a great wide, 
yellow brown river. It was that colour because there 
was jungle all around being cleared. I remember that 
colour, and sometimes I think that up river farming 
and tree felling has had a similar effect on colour and 
silt levels (here). I can’t say that for sure because I’m 
not a scientist. But it seems to have.
 
Bridget: I had the same thing when I first came up in my 
adult life. I came up when it was in flood and I remember 
thinking ‘holy crap there’s something so huge going on here.’
 
I was brought up on the Taieri Plains, and the Taieri 
River in some places is like a quiet glade. Of course it’s 
also mountain fed and it’s dramatic, and it bursts its 
banks with its white water tumbling over like waves. 
Whereas here when it’s in flood it seems to be barely 
moving unless you look really closely and you can see 
how fast it is really, and its full to the brim with trees, 
and wood and carcasses!
 
Bridget: You must know so much about the history of the 
river…
 
In my professional life the river is central. At the mo-
ment I am writing exhibitions that have the river as 
the vessel if you like for carrying the narrative. And 
that’s a concept that we’ve used: 

Libby Sharpe is the senior curator at the Whanganui 
Regional Museum and has lived and worked with the 
Awa for over 20 years. The interview took place in July 
in her temporary office, the basement of the Museum 
Building, which was closed for seismic strengthening 
and set to open in January 2019. We spoke about her 
work, her life, and her relationship with the river. Fol-
lowing is a summary of what was said:

Conversations — Libby Sharpe
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This new system is apparently working fantastically so 
it’s probably fine now. Going back to 1998 that flood 
where everyone was evacuated, the sewage was join-
ing in with flood water. You couldn’t drink the water 
and you couldn’t wade around in it.

Bridget: Flooding has a massive effect. 

Yeah. It’s not just being out of your house for two 
weeks, there’s the health implications, contamination, 
and all your property and your personal things are a 
real mess... I think it was pretty traumatic. 

Bridget: What do you think about a managed retreat?

Well let me weigh the thing out! There’s one part is 
that I’d really like to hear what the people in those 
houses along those properties had to say about it. 

You know, with the Christchurch EQ, the people who 
have been successful are those people who are politi-
cally active. 

Bridget: Yup, legally savvy…

Yes those sorts of things. And haven’t taken no for an 
answer or have called people out. 

Bridget: I called up the regional council and they were very 
adamant that everything that they do comes from the prop-
erty owners, but couldn’t provide me with much informa-
tion about the consultation process. I think they send letters 
and do pop up consultations in community centres that 
maybe a few people go to.

Some lessons need to be learnt, they need to be talking 
with the Christchurch City Council and how they 
didn’t handle it. And how it’s still such an ongoing 
thing. Local governments become hated, not by just 
those who are affected but by those who see others 
affected, and their communities broken up. 

I hear the word consultation and I 
think, these days I’m very cynical, I 
think, “Bollocks.”
And it’s all very well saying there will be absolute con-
sultation, but if there’s no plan for it how can you trust 
that?

Bridget: My initial thinking was to re-house in buildings 
that would survive flood conditions. But after talking to a 
civil defence representative about human safety I was con-
vinced that no one should be living in that area. Most of the 
houses are 60s, 70s... it’s kind of as if somewhere along the 
way flooding was forgotten?

That’s a really good point. You have to say if the coun-
cils had been on their toes they wouldn’t have been 
letting new building go there, unless they’re on a 
mound. 

So there’s that people thing. If I was looking at it in the 
more dispassionate way, I would be thinking that it’s 
sensible. Not to invite trouble and to avoid the nev-
er ending cleanup  and repair. That’s what our money 
goes on, flood protection.

So actually, is it more sensible to let 
the river have her way, or his way.
Bridget: I’ve been using ‘her’, and I’ve been wanting some 
advice on whether that’s okay?

I’ve tried to before to see what Māori say, she or he, 
and I’ve never had a definitive idea. John Maihi who 
is our kaumātua here, a really great man, he’s Tupoho, 
Lower River, and he’s the kaumātua for the museum, 
the library, the art gallery and council. 

He says, do you need to think of it as 
female or male? And I said, well, not 
really, but in my cultural background 
a river is she, like a boat.
To me ‘it’ is a kind of nothingness. Like my car. I’d call 
my car it, I don’t give a stuff about my car as long as 
it goes. But people with their vintage cars have names 
for them, she, he; what you value is assigned a person-
ality and a sex, or a gender.

To go back a bit, I’m quite a pragmatist but I think it’s 
more practical to have a really good process and con-
sultation, but genuine. It needs to be one-to-one, not 
council-to-one. It’s a thing of equality. 

Bridget: My proposal at the moment, is re-imagining Kow-
hai Park to have more of an engagement with the river, for 
example there are barely any safe access places to fish?

Well traditionally the fish fed the people. 

Tuna, and Piharau, eel and lamprey, further up riv-
er. In the 1880s, I think it was the Whanganui River 
Navigation Trust, they went right up to Taumaranui, 
because the river was the highway to the north. They 
went and basically blew up everything so they could 
get the paddle steamers up.
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They blew up eel weirs, pa tuna, these great big long 
sticking out things which had come to be built over 
hundreds of years and had been replaced and main-
tained, and put in the places of the river where the 
currents would send the tuna down. 

So they’d basically blew up what 
provided, without consultation, that 
word, what was the staple food of 
the river folk.

That’s the 1880s when you started getting real health 
problems; depletion of population and fertility, mal-
nutrition. The old folk talk about the hard times, this 
is from their parents and their grandparent’s memory 
at that time. 

It just wasn’t hard times like in the 
depression, it was a different sort. 
There was no future there.

There were dozens and dozens of kainga, of marae, on 
both sides of the river. But by the turn of the 1900s 
or so, they had sort of coalesced into mainly Europe-
an-based settlements: Jerusalem, Koriniti, Corinth, 
Jerusalem, Pipiriki, Atene etcetera. 

Bridget: It seems you have this dialogue with the river. In 
regards to Te Awa Tupua, I was wondering if by living here 
you understand the personhood, maybe not to the same de-
gree as Māori, but in quite an intuitive way? And if so, how 
long that took and if there was a turning point?

What I’m doing is looking at weather, and looking at 
tide and the state of the river, and I also often smell 
it, I have a really strong sense of smell, and if it smells 
pongy I think ‘What’s going on?’, or sometimes it has 
that ozone scent and I think oh good, you’re having a 
good clean out.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
I’ll tell you a story about the smell of the river from 
this elderly lady called Hilda. Hilda was one of the 
Kuia of the museum. She told me a story: In the spring 
in Whanganui there were kowhai trees all along the 
bank, Kowhai Park and at Putiki, all over the place. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                  

They used to shed all their flowers 
into the river, and the river went a 
greeny-yellow colour and was scent-
ed with kowhai, the river smelt of 
kowhai flowers.
I think the scent of the river is quite a strong indicator 
of its health.

It didn’t surprise me when it was declared in law that 
the river is an embodiment, a legal person. It was al-
ways going to go down that trail, with the settling of 
Waitangi Tribunal claims and so on. 

Whanganui has been in court since the 1870s, and the 
children, or the great-great-grandchildren of those 
people are still around. They’re still very much around 
and paddling the waka.

Bridget: When trying to understand this from a theoretical 
standpoint, I kept returning to ‘communication’. How do 
you communicate with something that doesn’t have lan-
guage? Well, it’s through sensory things. 

Yes, so smell. You’re checking, what’s the tide doing? 
That’s curiosity on my part, but also weather. 

It might be a clear sky, or a clearish 
sky in Whanganui but the river is full 
and its brown and its murky, and that 
means it raining hard up in the moun-
tains.

Bridget: Are you positive about the potential effect of Te Awa 
Tupua?

Yes, sure. But I think that a lot of people are sort of 
negative and not understanding about it.

Bridget: From the Pakeha world view or?

Yeah. They’re dismissive I think. And they haven’t 
understood the whole point, the journey of it. Maybe 
some work needs to be done there. 

I was called recently to give a talk to the W(h)anganui 
branch of the New Zealand Institute of Engineers 
about if they should have the ‘h’ in their name. 

2 / RELATIONSHIPS
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I went to Āwhina Twomey, who’s our Kaitiaki Taonga 
Māori. She helped me put something together and I 
went and talked, from a Pākehā point of view.

I said: part of the reason put forward politically not 
to have the ‘h’ in Whanganui the town was that there 
‘never was an h’. I work in archives and so I said, 
‘Here’s an envelope with an ‘h’ from 1856, here is an 
envelope without an ‘h’ from 1859,’ etcetera. It was flu-
id, it’s wrong to say it just never was. 

It is a simple thing between right and 
wrong, you know, there’s correct En-
glish there’s correct Māori. It’s an at-
titude of prejudice, [even when] the 
evidence is under your eyes.
Bridget: Like a fear of passing over any authority?

Yeah, so it’s the same thing with Te Awa Tupua I think. 
Although on the other hand Whanganui (with the ‘h’) 
has become more and more a part of the norm.

Bridget: Navigating as Pakeha is a difficult thing. My way to 
get in was to think, well, for me what does it mean? I love the 
river, I can appreciate it like I can appreciate a person and 
just by having empathy towards it that’s a start… but yeah 
I’ve found it quite scary navigating that.

It is, isn’t it?  There are all these analogies and incon-
sistencies about biculturalism throughout our com-
munity.

Probably a lot more communicating 
and talking and activity together will 
have to be done for Te Awa Tupua 
to embed itself, but I think we’ll get 
there.
Bridget: Yeah it’s come from this big place and I guess it’s yet 
to be seen how it works at the flax roots?

It has to become a practical living thing. Think of Ta-
ranaki, Mt Egmont - well who calls it Egmont now? All 
the school kids spell Whanganui with the ‘h’ without 
question.

I think that as the ‘h’ in Whanganui has become more 
and more accepted and more believed in, so will the 
status of the river.

Think of the Ganges, it’s a holy river that embodies 
several gods. It is the centre of the universe for some 
people. Does anybody dispute that belief? Nobody. I 
think that inevitably that will happen with Whanganui 
too.

Bridget: Yeah, it’s exciting.

It is, isn’t it? I still think that we have to be looking at 
issues like the Tongariro Power Station, and the im-
pact that has on river levels. Also of course farming 
runoff, fertilizer, wandering stock. I mean there are a 
whole lot of issues that have to be addressed around 
the river.

They’re practical issues that have to 
be addressed for a) river health and 
b) spiritual health, that you’re doing 
your best for it.
It’s interesting, I am a southerner and I’ve got very 
strong links there but I’ll probably retire here. My 
family come up here, and they’ll sit on my porch and 
they’ll read and they’ll doze. They’ll listen to the birds, 
and they don’t want to do anything else, they just want 
some peace and quiet. And that’s the great thing about 
Whanganui, you can have that.

Fig. 2.04: The river smelt of kowhai flowers
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Jim Parnell is the Editor of the Friends of the Whan-
ganui River Annual, and has completed 33 trips down 
the river. He is also a writer, and has compiled a book 
of stories about the Whanganui River boats. His 
knowledge of river history is extensive. The interview 
took place in Jim’s home in Whanganui.

Bridget: You have had a long relationship with the river, 
would you say?

Yes. Even though I went to Wellington to work I’ve 
always come back, this is my hometown.

I started off with the scouts. In the 1950s Whanganui 
was a hotbed of scouting. We had lots of activities, 
quite a few of them on the river or near the river, so 
we were quite well acquainted with it. 

But I’ve always had an interest in the river. I joined 
the Friends of the Whanganui River when I was back 
in Wellington and was writing for them from there. 
They said, when you come back to Whanganui, please 
become the editor of our Annual. That was four years 
ago.

Bridget: Have you done a few river trips, even when you 
were in Wellington?

I’ve, yes, done 33 trips all together.
Bridget: Wow! And what kept you coming back?

The river I suppose. You could once do what you liked, 
and camp anywhere on the river until they started the 
National Park. Then DoC (Department of Conserva-
tion) took over and said you must stop at these camp-
sites which we’ve appointed for the purpose.It was all 
freedom camping before then. With the thousands of 
canoeists now using the river, there has to be designat-
ed camping and toilet places for them, also the river 
banks would be cess-pits from one end to the other.

Bridget: I don’t know if you’ve thought much about it, but 
do you think that giving the river a legal personality is a 
positive step?

Well, it’s a good attempt to try and keep things going 
as they should be, because it’s been too fragmented 
with the local bodies. There are the district councils, 
the regional councils, government bodies and the Na-
tional Park authority and sometimes I guess their aims 
are at odd with each other. Now you’ve got the single 
group which, cross fingers, will be good for it.

Bridget: What do you think of the health of the river at the 
moment?

Compared with the way it used to be it’s not very good. 

But the main trouble is from the tributaries on the Ta-
ranaki side of the river, the Whangamomona, the Tān-
garākau, the Ohura, the Ōngarue. They all run through 
papa country and it slips badly and you get the mud 
in the river.

Also the diversion of the headwaters into the Waikato 
hydro scheme takes all the water off the top end. 

You don’t have the mountain 
fresh water coming down flushing 
out the mud. 
And so a lot of the time, what looks like a nice sandy 
bank is only a thin coating of sand over mud. You go 
to walk on it and your foot goes through to the mud. It 
is not very pleasant. Places where you just should have 
clean gravel it’s all slimy and mucky. Also the waters 
warmer, and algae is growing, because it doesn’t have 
the mountain water coming down it to cool.

It doesn’t do the Whanganui any good not getting that 
top-end water. About the one good thing I suppose for 
me is that I like my water warm, it’s better for swim-
ming but it’s not as clean.

Bridget: Does it also have an effect on rapids or anything 
like that?

A lot of them change because they’re just mainly 
caused by beds of shingle, and that moves around 
during a flood. But then a lot of rapids have just a papa 
bed and that’s what causes the rapid because the bot-
tom comes to the top. 

When they had the river boats they 
got to work and blasted out the reefs 
and made a channel for the river 
boats. 
They’d either blast out a channel or else they’d build a 
retaining wall. And guide all of the water there which 
would naturally become a bit deeper.

Bridget: And all these channels that were dug weren’t there 
when Maori were navigating. So they could go up and down 
regardless?

Yes, sometimes with difficulty. One of the first Maori 
to go up the river, Tamatea, had to build a dam at one 
place which is gone now. He named some places on his 
way upstream. One of these was a cave, which I was 
looking at when a large lump of rock fell down on my 
canoe, fortunately I was not in it at the time, I was very 
lucky otherwise I’d be dead! 

 

Conversations — Jim Parnell
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Bridget: Down the very end where the south and north 
moles are the sediments are building up, and it doesn’t seem 
like it can flush, because it’s all channelled in that very spe-
cific way..

Yeah, from time to time the river has 
broken through the South Spit, or 
was going to. In the 1940s it was do-
ing that and they threw everything 
at it, they put down mats of manu-
ka and stuff like that, then bulldozed 
sand over it. 
They would sort of trap the sand and they built it up. 
But ever since people have been occupying Whan-
ganui there’s been talk that they should bulldoze the 
channel through the south spit to make the water flow 
out easier, but others said it would wreck Whanganui 
as a port, and they should continue to funnel it out 
between the heads.

Bridget: To keep depth for boats?

Yeah. There’s been lots of attempts dredging it out. 
About two years ago in the Annual, I did a story about 
the dredge Kaione which translates as being ‘sand eat-
er’, but it wasn’t any good because the bed of the river 
is not just silt and sand, there’s a whole matrix of trees 
embedded in it.

Bridget: There’s a whole lot of debris comes down in flood 
isn’t there?

Oh yes, and an awful lot of that gets deposited in the 
bed and then sand and/or silt covers it and builds up. 
They’ve found that suction dredges are not very good 
as the timber in the river bed stops the suction heads 
getting down into the silt and sand. So they have to dig 
it all out using a bucket type of dredge.

Whether the bed is shallower or not I don’t know. 
Some people claim it’s done that but others claim it 
hasn’t. But you get 100 year flood every 10 years or 
something. You can’t rely on memory you’ve got to go 
on the statistics, but it’s been flooding regularly.

Getting back again to what do you 
do with floodplains, you’ve got to let 
them flood. 
Any structure you put on it has got to be waterproof, 
or insoluble and easily cleaned. So most of the chil-
dren’s playground stuff I guess is appropriate, but a 
house is inappropriate, and really you should just put 
plants on it. 

Any structure for use by people needs to be elevated, 
or else have the ground floor made so that if it floods, 
nothing bad happens — you can just flush it out and 
then continue on with life.

Bridget: Do you still head down there and go for walks or 
just sit and look at the river, do you feel the need to?

I go down to the market every Saturday and it’s pleas-
ing to see what they’re doing down on that area.

Bridget: You obviously know it really well, do you feel the 
sense that river has some sort of personality like you or I?

Yeah, you could argue that yeah, it’s a good way of de-
scribing it.

Bridget: And you feel some sort of empathy toward it like 
you might a person?

Ah yeah, it’s an intimate connection. 
I’ve been on it, under it, by it, in it! 
Sometimes I say I’ve been vaccinated 
with river water.
You know the story of Achilles being dipped into the 
river Styx by his mother, which made him invincible. 
It’s one of the old Greek stories but anyway, I some-
times think that when I was a baby, my mother grabbed 
me by the ankles and dipped me into the Whanganui.

I suppose you could also argue it’s one of my reasons 
for keeping going, studying its history and writing 
about it in the Friends of the Whanganui River Annual. 
A lot of my friends are dead unfortunately, and I can’t 
use them now for source material.

But the trouble is, being its Editor, I live the Annual, 
breathe it, it’s always in the back of my mind. Maybe 
it’s a bad thing, makes me single minded. And I sup-
pose that there are other things that I should be writ-
ing about such as my family history.

Fig. 2.05: Looking downstream at theTe Maai Rapid and the 
VerandahNarrows from the top of theKirikiriroa Isthmus 

about 16 km below Whakahoro, by Jim Parnell.

Bridget Buxton
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Image removed for copyright reasons.
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Sister Sue Cosgrove is a member of the Sisters of Com-
passion, founded in 1892 at Jerusalem – Hiruhārama 
on the Whanganui River. She lived at Jerusalem for 10 
years, and has a deeply-earthed spiritual understand-
ing of the place and its history.

The interview took place at the Sisters of Compassion 
in Island Bay, where she currently resides and acts as 
a Spiritual Director.

Bridget: The thing that started me on this journey was the 
Te Awa Tupua bill, I just thought it was incredible. Over 
the last few months of research and with talking to a few 
locals I’ve realised that from an outsider’s perspective it’s an 
amazing ‘new’ thing but for people who have lived there it 
as if ‘of course’ this was always going to be the case.

Yes, oh totally, I’ve always had huge 
respect for the river. And trusted the 
river. 
I first went up in 1968 so I’ve been involved a long time 
with the river and every time I’ve gone up in summer 
over the last 50 I’ve always immersed myself in the 
river and thanked the river and asked for healing from 
the river if I’ve needed it.

Bridget: So there is that innate quality of communication 
between the people and the river and that seems like a natu-
ral part of everyday life?

Yes, and back in the day it was every-
thing because it fed them, and it got 
them places, they had no roads. And 
it just looked after them, dictated ac-
tually what happened. 
Because if it was flooded you had to act accordingly.

Bridget: So the river’s always been very familiar to you?

Oh yeah, I call it home. 

Bridget: When you first went there in ‘68 how long did it 
take for the river to have that effect on you or that conversa-
tion, was it obvious from the beginning that this was a place 
of special significance?

Conversations — Sister Sue Cosgrove
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It was for me. You would never say ‘I’m going for a 
holiday to Jerusalum’ you’d just say ‘I’m going up the 
river.’

Bridget: It’s funny because my mother spent time ‘up the 
river’, and when I was a kid there was always talk of ‘up the 
river, up the river’ and I never knew what river, but later 
on I realised this was the place. So it seems like whatever 
way you’re looking at it it’s got this spiritual essence.

Ah, in the best sense of the word, because it’s not a pi-
ous thing, it’s a deeply earthed spirituality. Yeah. And 
Father Te Awhitu, he used to know the river so well, 
and we used to say ‘Father, where do we go swimming 
today?’ and he would say ‘right there’. And I remem-
ber saying ‘But father, the children said that’s where 
the Taniwha is’ and he said ‘And the Taniwha will look 
after you.’ It’s a very friendly Taniwha just under the 
bridge. 

Bridget: How would you describe your relationship with the 
river?

I think one of mutual respect.
Bridget: That’s a good way of putting it. Some of my re-
search has been looking at ways to facilitate people inhab-
iting parts of the river without stepping on the toes of her, 
being quite careful to do what the river would want to be 
doing, and letting her be free to move as she would’ve done 
previously.

Yeah, you’ve got to listen to the river.
Bridget: You can’t just look at one place, you’ve got to try 
and understand the whole. So that’s what I’ve been trying to 
do, to educate my intuition.

Good on you. You’re probably living and sleeping and 
eating all of this!

Bridget: Yeah it’s all-encompassing! Are there any tensions 
between the settlements up the river and Whanganui? Do 
you see people in Whanganui understanding the river as 
a whole?

Oh, no. Well some of the ones I’ve met over the years 
don’t.

Bridget: What are some obvious changes that have hap-
pened over the time that you’ve been involved there?

Up the river there are fewer people. And the next gen-
erations have got far more in-depth education, and so 
they’re more challenging, particularly to us colonial 
types, and rightly so. 

2 / RELATIONSHIPS
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They’ve got the capacity to challenge the system, not 
take it for granted or just assume that, particularly in 
relation to us sisters that happen to be Catholic. We 
were founded up there, that’s were our first origins 
were, Jerusalem.

Bridget: Would you say the Catholic, or your own personal 
take on the spirituality and personhood of the river aligns 
quite easily with Māori views of it?

I think so because I’ve learned from them, I learn from 
the Māori. Yeah. And it’s a very grounded incarnation-
al sort of theology.

Bridget: What do you mean by incarnational?

My understanding, from a spiritual theological per-
spective comes out of the lived reality of what is, as 
opposed to me thinking that there’s something from 
on high that comes down upon it. It’s born out of what 
is.

Bridget: Is that quite a specific teaching of the place?

Ah I’ve grown into from being there, 
yeah. My theology has grown up from 
the grassroots.
Bridget: It’s nice, the way I see the river is in my own way 
very spiritual, I feel something. I feel an essence, and it’s nice 
that this is something that we can all relate to, it’s a carrier 
of some sense of groundedness.

….a deep story.

Bridget: Yeah. I’d love to somehow express the way it carries 
stories, and how it is somehow all-encompassing of history 
and peoples…

… and it is constantly evolving. There’s a poem by a 
guy called John O’Donohue, and he says in the poem 

“I wish I could be like the river flows, 
surprised by its own unfolding”
Bridget: That’s beautiful.

Isn’t it!

Bridget: It really struck me about the area around Anzac 
Parade, where they built in the floodplain. It was complete 
ignorance, or as you said respect, mutual respect, of this 
body.

Just another opportunity to grab prime sites. There’s 
another poem by Greg O’Brien, and this poem which I 
think is called Jerusalem, the first line says, I think as I 
remember it ‘The River watches the road go by.’ 

There’s something so constant about 
the river in its unfolding, and the 
jokes on the road really.
Bridget: That’s funny you say that, I was talking to Sister 
Christina up in Jerusalem..

...really…

Bridget: Yeah, and there were quite a few slips and I was 
asking her about them. And she said ‘When I first got here 
I was just amazed that these contractors were just pulling 
stones up out of the river and piling them up, and then there 
would be some heavy rain and they fall back down, and 
they were surprised by this’. And she says, ‘Well they’re just 
going home!’ 

Have you heard about Sister Christina in recent times?

Bridget: No.

She died a couple of weeks ago. You’re bringing tears 
to my eyes, not that I mind talking about it. 

Bridget: I’m so sorry.

She celebrates a feast day which is the feast of Saint 
Christina, which is 24 July, and that was yesterday. So 
she had her first celebration in heaven. It’s been quite 
a hard road actually. I’d love you to mention her in 
your report, just in the acknowledgements, because 
that’s a beautiful thing.

Bridget: Well, she started me on this thing! She said to me 
‘That road is on borrowed land and borrowed time.’ And 
when I pitched my idea for the thesis, my opening was that 
conversation with her. It was such a short conversation I 
had with her but that was enough.

Well I think Bridget, along the way, every now and 
again pause and if you’re stuck say ‘tap me on the 
shoulder Chris’ you lead me in the right direction, and 
she will, she will guide this.

Bridget: She already has and she will.

I wouldn’t have necessarily brought her name up if 
you hadn’t mentioned, but I love the way you just did. 
Because I thought, oh, Chrissy has died but in spirit, 
the way you spoke, it was as though she could’ve just 
been sitting there.
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Bridget: Yes. She was just passing that knowledge out so 
freely, and she was so generous with her thoughts. Oh, that’s 
so sad. That has thrown me. The last thing you said about 
the river was that it is ‘constantly evolving’..
It’s like a heartbeat, it’s not going to 
give up on you.

Bridget: Architecture is so static, and it’s a difficult thing to 
respond to this constant flux. There’s a tendency not to. Well 
Jerusalem sits quite far up, on a high point, looking down, 
and that is quite a sensible way to build permanent build-
ings, away from the flux.

Yes, we are very blessed. In 2004 we had terrible rains, 
the river flooded over the bridge at Jerusalem and the 
roads were blocked on both sides for 6 weeks!

Bridget: Were you there stranded?

No I wasn’t stranded. No, but we 
were there. We had sufficient for the 
day. I’m not a big one to stock up for 
months and months. But we live with 
hunters and gatherers, they’d go find 
a stag or a wild pig so we’d all have 
meat. And we had gardens with veg-
gies in. Oh it was a fantastic time. 
Bridget: In those periods of flood how would you describe the 
impact the river has?

Well the river dictated our moves.

Bridget: So her power becomes quite apparent?

Yeah, and it just invited us to stand still for quite a 
while.

Bridget: Do you think that living there and having an eco-
logical entity like that dictate your moves, or allow you to 
pause and allow you to take time, was an important expe-
rience?

Oh totally. 

At this stage in my life, I’ve got no 
fear of being isolated anywhere, be-
cause I’ve lived up the river.

Fig. 2.06: Slip on the Whanganui river road, January 2018

Fig. 2.07: River in flood, January 2018
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Fig. 2.08: Steeple of the church and Jerusalem poking up over the native bush
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Another interesting insight was her idea that if a Māori 
student of architecture took up this thesis topic, per-
haps it would be too much pressure, they would have 
too much to answer for. In this way, the Pākeha posi-
tion is advantageous. While the pursuit is challenging 
and the risk of misconceptions are high, with it comes 
space for new directions for bicultural partnership.

Marilyn gifted me her words, “kia kaha” and inspired 
me to continue this lifelong growing process. In her 
words;

Where you are in the process is ex-
actly where you are meant to be.

Marilyn’s korero, in her own words, “comes from the 
kaupapa, in this case Te Awa Tupua.” She left me with 
a saying that people in Whanganui use in relation to 
the river;

The Awa says ‘Don’t talk about me, 
talk to me.’

Clarification of my purpose followed our conversa-
tion; this research is seeking to build an authentic 
relationship with the river. As designers we must not 
dominate, but to seek to communicate and under-
stand instead. 

Navigating as Pākeha
By far the most difficult aspect of this research has 
been the navigation of this research from the perspec-
tive of my own cultural background as a Pākeha.

My understanding of Te Awa Tupua developed, grew 
and was enriched by  the research and conversations I 
had. However, Te Awa Tupua is based fundamentally 
on Māori principles, and without input from Ngā Tān-
gata Tiaki o Whanganui I was acutely aware of telling 
a story that is not mine to tell.

At times this self-consciousness bordered on guilt, 
and continuing with the inquiry was difficult. I was 
met with walls constructed of a cultural identity cri-
sis, one that is not just mine but shared by all Pākeha 
aware of our historical impact.

At one of these points, an opportunity arrived to meet 
Marilyn and Marty Vreede. I travelled up to Whan-
ganui to meet them at the headquarters of Pakohe 
Papers in Whanganui, a harakeke flax paper company 
that they started. This venture had grown expansively 
into a Māori arts education facility within the Tupoho 
Community Complex. I didn’t record the meeting and 
it wasn’t conducted ‘interview style’ like the others, 
instead the conversation flowed naturally.

Marilyn and her whānau are affiliated to every marae 
on the river and they have familial and business ties 
with the iwi and Ngā Tāngata Tiaki. Her wisdom and 
generosity helped me understand where my place was.

She asked me “Did I choose the mahi, or did the mahi 
choose me?” The mahi had chosen me, it had shown 
itself and I had pursued it. The idea for this thesis had 
been growing for a few years, or really, since my grand-
mother and parents’ time up the river.

She said to me;

Your relationship with the Awa is 
yours, and no one can take that away.
This was the most important idea to emphasize, and 
really started to manifest itself by Part Three.

She also imparted some reasoning behind the caution 
Ngā Tāngata Tiaki displayed toward the research, in 
part due to a history of use and abuse of Māori knowl-
edge on the (European) researchers’ terms. As well 
as this, she explained that there is so much work to 
be done on the ground that time spent on theoretical 
practices is a luxury that can often not be afforded. 

Conversations — Marilyn and Marty Vreede
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Fig. 2.09: One of Marilyn and Marty’s prints at a local exhibition, mixed media, 2013

Bridget Buxton
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By Graham hall + 42 collaborators
The Whanganui River print was completed in 2017. 
Each woodcut panel was etched with the outline of the 
river by Graham Hall, with help from Marty Vreede, 
then given to an artist to interpret that section of the 
river. 

The entire length of the river is documented in the 
print. The image (figure 88) is a stitched version of 
the print, photographed by myself when the 20-me-
tre-long print was rolled out in the gym at Whanganui 
High School, where Graham teaches art.

It was fitting that the image, when stitched together, 
resembles the form of a waka. In the words of Libby 
Sharpe:

“....the river as the carrier as the cen-
tral part of the history of this place, 
the carrier of the story, the bearer, 
the river as a waka itself”.

The print exemplifies the complexity of the Awa spirit; 
her stories, people, and life. The collaborative nature 
of the print is also representative of the spirit of Te 
Awa Tupua; everyone has their own relationship with 
her that warrants creative expression.

104

Experiences — Whanganui River print 2017
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Fig. 2.10: Stitched image of Whanganui River Print, woodcut, 20m long, 2017
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This is another example where the assumption of 
dominance by  the New Zealand colonisers caused 
harm  to Te Awa Tupua.

Recognising the lasting effects of hu-
man intervention on the land was a 
poignant reminder of our responsi-
bility as designers.
Experiencing the river from a canoe and relying on her 
for safe passage strengthened my connection to her. 
The immensity of the river and her strength became 
very apparent when you are reduced to a body floating 
in a plastic shell. 

Certain rapids are known to Māori as mythical crea-
tures, with the power to allow for safe passage or not. 
My uncle and I wrongly timed one of the rapids; the 
waves were too large and we were tipped into a rocky 
bank, canoe full of water. A reminder of the river’s 
strength was marked on my skin as deep grazes that 
scarred as white streaks.

Powerful as she is, my firsthand experience of the ef-
fects of historical intervention on the river reinforced 
my understanding of  the need to be soft. Her power 
over the human body is clear, but heavy machinery 
can push the natural balance and do lasting damage. 
However:

If the effects of intervention are un-
derstood, and the river is respected, 
planning decisions can be made that 
are mutually beneficial. 

My understanding of the River, the River people and 
their collective history was massively enhanced by my 
journey paddling down the river from Whakahoro to 
Pipiriki. Joining me were members of my whānau; my 
mother Marcia, father Angus, uncle Gavin and cousin 
Charlotte. We were guided down the river in double 
Canadian canoes by Hone, our cultural guide.

Hone was born and raised on the river. He knew every 
twist and turn, every rapid. He would stand up at the 
rear of the canoe, reading the next hundred metres 
ahead and steering the best way through.

Histories of the Awa came alive under his commen-
tary. He pointed out many things including sites of 
old marketplaces, watchtowers, urupā and kāinga. He 
showed us where the rock cliffs had been carved to 
mark territory, and communicate iwi identity to pass-
ing travellers.

Seeing the marks of history on the 
river was fascinating. 
For example, at a section between Tieke and Pipiriki 
where the Wanganui River Trust had blasted the banks 
to allow uninterrupted passage of the steam boat up 
to Taumaranui it was clear to see the change in the 
colour of the clay on the bank, the steepness of the 
incline and the lack of vegetation. The steamboat ser-
vice up to Taumaranui didn’t last for long (1903-1928), 
but the scars of its existence remain. 

Maori priotested at the River Trust works  at the time. 
The works were damaging their eel weirs and other 
fishing facilities; these provided their primary food 
source. Hone spoke of people throwing sticks and 
stones at the contractors from their homes up on the 
banks.  The management of the channelisation works 
is an example of lack of communication between the 
crown and tangata whenua, and also between individ-
uals in power and the Awa / Whenua.
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Experiences — Whanganui River journey 
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Diversion

Whakahoro

Bridge to Nowhere
Mangapapapa

John Coull Hut

Tieke Kainga

Pipiriki

Whanganui

Day One

Day Two

Day Three
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Fig. 2.11: The three day journey map Fig, 2.12: Photos taken on the disposable film camera were not of the best 
quality, but captured the atmosphere
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Phase 1: Watchtower

Sites interventions:

1:500,000

Diversion

Hiruharama

Atene

Mosquito Pt.

Whanganui

Widening the scope
Part One was concerned with a specific site on the 
edge of the river, and a particular ‘issue’ of flooding. 
This next phase sought to expand the physical and 
theoretical scope by focusing initially on the wider 
context of the town of Whanganui and its relationship 
with the river.

I undertook historical and current contextual research 
to understand the place, and to find opportunities to 
strengthen the connection of Whanganui not just to 
the physical river, but also her metaphysical elements, 
the river as an ‘indivisible and living whole.’ 

This research informed the site selection for the de-
sign interventions. These led to two specific architec-
tural projects: Intervention 2: Bridge, and Interven-
tion 3: Lookout and Stair. These projects respond to 
different elements of Te Awa Tupua and both provide 
thoughtful design tactics to deal with pragmatic issues 
in the specific historic, cultural and urban context of 
Whanganui.

They question notions of access, public space, histor-
ical referencing, formal expression and connection to 
ground/water.

A focus on the end of her journey
I chose to focus on this section of the Awa from Whan-
ganui town down to the mouth for a couple of reasons. 
The lead-up and end of her journey is significant as 
is it is the gathering of the waters of her catchment 
in one release. While her beginnings are vast, sparse, 
and difficult to determine, her end-point is easier to 
identify. 

Also, this is where there has been the most significant 
post-colonial settlement. The middle and upper sec-
tions of the river have been less influenced by Euro-
centric development in the last century than the lower 
section.

Elements of the built environment in 
Whanganui have negatively affected 
the river, and ignored her status.The 
design research engages with these 
urban places of tension and responds 
in a way that does recognise her sta-
tus.

Town and River — scope
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Fig. 2.13: The research focuses on the end of the river’s 
journey
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Phase 1: Watchtower

Sites interventions:

1:500,000

Diversion

Hiruharama

Atene

Mosquito Pt.

Whanganui
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Fig. 2.14: Whanganui River looking over to Kowhai Park
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Old shoreline
The Awa was once a far more active member of the 
town than it is today. The image below, taken between 
1884 and18 86, shows a series of waka along the shore, 
with tents behind, forming the Māori fishing village of 
Pakaitore. Behind this are the early commercial build-
ings of Whanganui. In the background is Pukenamu, at 
this point hosting the Rutland Stockade (now Queens 
Park).

The image illustrates a key point where Māori were 
co-inhabitants of their ancestral land before they were 
completely ostracized by colonial forces. It also dis-
plays a point before the river’s edge was heavily zoned 
and modified to allow for development on the river-
side of Taupo Quay. At this point the setback of the 
buildings would have allowed for the river to fluctuate. 

As this area was developed there was a  need to for-
malize the bank to keep high water levels out. This can 
be seen in the image to the right; upstream from the 
Town Bridge where there is a concrete embankment. 
This image also shows the Town Wharf that was de-
veloped south of the bridge to allow for the docking of 
large trading vessels.

The engineering of the bank changed the town’s rela-
tionship with the river, leading to an idea challenged 
in Te Awa Tupua: that the river’s value was measured 
by The Crown purely by human interests, for example 
navigability and flood protection.

This quote from the Whanganui River Report 1999 
demonstrates differences in understanding between 
the two cultures:  

“The difference is that Maori did not 
see water from a human interest 
view, in terms of ship navigability and 
safe harbours. They looked to the 
gods and the origins of water in cre-
ation beliefs.”

(“Whanganui River Report 1999” 288)

Town and River — re-orienting a town 

Fig. 2.15: View of Whanganui with Town Bridge in the fore-
ground

Fig. 2.16: View of the Taupo Quay shoreline, 1884-1886
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Clearly there is significant interest in public space and 
creative works that explore the relationship of the 
town with  the river. 

The projects in Part Two build on this, 
presenting projects that respond to 
the indivisibility and life of Te Awa 
Tupua. These represent a vision of 
Whanganui in the future as a town 
that embraces innovative social and 
environmental thinking.

New shoreline
Recent developments have aimed to revive the river’s 
banks as a public place to meet and enjoy the river’s 
spirit. The Whanganui boardwalk spans the riverbank 
north of the Town bridge to the Waimarie jetty. This 
structure, designed by Mark Southcombe, is a softer 
approach to the edge while still providing flood pro-
tection.  It allows for access down to the water’s edge 
at high tide and the muddy tidal zone at low tide.

The boardwalk and the carpark behind became the 
site of the popular weekend Riverside market. The 
public sculptures ‘Bearing’ by David McCracken and 
‘Kererū’ by Paul Dibble were installed in 2011 and 2010 
respectively. 
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Access down to the water, 
soft muddy edgeRiverside market site

Public art:

Whanganui Boardwalk

‘Bearing’‘Kererū’

Fig. 2.17: Taupo Quay shoreline today, showing recently developed boardwalks, 2018.
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Phase 1: Watchtower

Sites interventions:

1:500,000

Diversion

Hiruharama

Atene

Mosquito Pt.

Whanganui

Sites 2 and 3 were chosen due to the 
relationship with town, and clear op-
portunity for strengthening connec-
tions.

Town and River — places of opportunity

114

Some sites of opportunity were identified in the lower 
region of the river close to the town centre. They were 
chosen for their potential to strengthen the relation-
ship between River and the people, both pragmatically 
and poetically.

1

Mosquito Point is a popular swimming spot, 
but has difficult access and no facilities.

2

Sommes Parade at St Georges Gate Reserve, on 
the west bank of the river, poses opportunity 
for connection from town through the Civic 
Centre across to Kowhai Park on the opposite 
bank.

3

Whanganui boardwalk across to Anzac Pa-
rade, north of the City Bridge. Opportunity for 
re-design of the bank, and connections back 
across to town.

4

South Spit, current access to South Beach. Op-
portunity to formalise pathways and mark the 
sand dunes as a sensitive reserve.

5

North Mole, current fishing site and access to 
Castlecliff beach / domain. Opportunity for 
pathways, fishing / recreation facilities.
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Phase 1: Watchtower

Sites interventions:

1:500,000

Diversion

Hiruharama

Atene

Mosquito Pt.

Whanganui
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1

2

3

4

5

Fig. 2.18: Sites of opportunity; map and photos
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Town and River — urban opportunities
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(Intervention 2)

Pedestrian Bridge

Commuting pathway from east
Viewing platform
Flood access
Jumping structure
Canoe launch/fishing platforms
Matarawa stream wetland

(Intervention 3)

Mountain lookout and stair
Linking from river up to civic buildings
Mountain lookout and stairway
River’s edge boardwalk and viewing loop

(Potential intervention)

Town loop

Loop walk pedestrian crossing
Edge pathway improvement
Extension of Town Wharf
Water activities

Town / River

The map on the right displays the spatial extent of Part 
Two. The site includes the main commercial road, Vic-
toria Avenue, and the civic centre, Pukenamu/ Queens 
Park. 

The two northern sites were developed to Interven-
tion 2 and 3. The lower site was a study that suggestion 
a different approach, but was not fully developed into 
a concept design. However this site pulls the two in-
terventions into a wider urban approach that creates a 
walking loop, and re-orients the town toward the river.

2 / RESEARCH CONTEXTS
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(Intervention 2)

Pedestrian Bridge

Commuting pathway from east
Viewing platform
Flood access
Jumping structure
Canoe launch/fishing platforms
Matarawa stream wetland

(Intervention 3)

Mountain lookout and stair
Linking from river up to civic buildings
Mountain lookout and stairway
River’s edge boardwalk and viewing loop

(Potential intervention)

Town loop

Loop walk pedestrian crossing
Edge pathway improvement
Extension of Town Wharf
Water activities
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Victoria Avenue

Anzac Parade

Town Bridge

Queens Park
/Pukenamu

St Georges 
Gate Reserve

Moutoa Gardens/
Pakaitore

Kowhai Park

Fig. 2.19: Part Two interventions site plan



Town and River — connections model
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Fig. 2.20: Perspectives of model, which shows final placement of sketch models at a 1:1000 scale. The land-
scape model was used to test placement of interventions in the wider context.

2 / RESEARCH CONTEXTS
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Fig. 2.21: Plan view of model; north is up the page
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A Responsive design
The pā auroa were complex, delicate and beautiful 
structures. They were composed of a fence parallel to 
the current that guided the fish into a net, then into 
the hīnaki, or eel pot. The pā auroa were different 
from others found across the country; their fences did 
not extend across the current, but kept in line with it. 
This was an adaptation to avoid obstruction caused by 
floating debris.

Their primary structure was a series of wooden stakes 
hammered into the river bed. Infill timber was lashed 
to the primary columns and braced them against the 
relentless currents. The fence led to a square frame 
holding a net that funnels into the eel-pot. The net 
and pot often floated with the current.

The eel weir is an example of a structure that responds 
to specific river conditions. Their design understands 
river forces and flows, and works with them to form 
a structure that withstands the current, but does not 
require major land works or inflicts lasting damage. 

The responsive nature of the eel weir 
provided a precedent for the archi-
tecture.

A treasure destroyed
The pā auroa were the style of eel weir specific to 
the Whanganui region. These traps were permanent 
structures set up seasonally along the edges of the 
river, to catch tuna, or eel. Fish provided the primary 
protein source for river people.

Work to clear the river, and control her flow, first 
began in the mid-1880s. The removal of rapids and 
building of groynes affected the weirs through direct 
removal and changing of river flows that weakened the 
structures and affected fish patterns. From 1891 there 
was significant Māori protest against the channelisa-
tion works, both physical obstruction and petitions. 
These were largely ignored. Whanganui Tribunal re-
port recommendations state:

“The skills of the Maori canoeist were 
no longer in demand. The Maori com-
mittees, councils, and land boards 
had been marginalised. Eel and lam-
prey weirs had been destroyed or 
made ineffective, access to tradition-
al foods had been taken away, and 
major developments in new forms of 
production had not materialised.”

(“Waitangi River Report 199” 188-89)

The destruction of the eel weirs played a key part in se-
rious Māori population decline and became a symbol 
of European dominance and Māori marginilisation. As 
Libby Sharpe put it in her conversation with me:

“And so they’d basically blew up... 
what was the staple food of the riv-
er folk. And so that’s 1880s and you 
start getting real health problems...”

Precedent — Pā auroa
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Fig. 2.24: Diagram of the pā auroa showing the fence (1) square frame with 
the net (4) that guides the eel into the hīnaki (3)

Fig. 2.23: Scale model of a pā auroa. John Puketapu

Fig. 2.22: Three men pull in a hīnaki (eel pot) from a pā tuna (eel weir) known 
as a pā auroa
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Existing wharf structures
Photographing existing structures helped me to un-
derstand the material and formal vernacular of the 
area. The traditional timber wharfs had chunky timber 
sub-floor structural elements. The way they weather, 
bend and split allows the material to become harmo-
nious with the environment. While the concrete struc-
tures break down to resemble rocks, the outcome is 
crude and less elegant than the timber piles.

Precedent — vernacular material
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Fig. 2.25: Old concrete defence structures 
around the port area

Fig. 2.27: Old timber wharf structure at the 
North Mole

Fig. 2.26: Old timber wharf structure along the 
Mountains to Sea walkway, parallel to Taupo 

Quay

2 / RESEARCH CONTEXTS
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Fig. 2.28: Old wharf structures



Existing access structures
I investigated access structures along the river by 
sketching them. The structures were all informal, of 
light construction, and relatively unstable. The fragil-
ity of the structures, and the consequential risk, was 
for me a  humbling experience of the power of the 
river. The structures did not dominate or reform the 
bank. 

This feeling of relative insignificance became part of 
my  design intention for the bridge. This included the 
following elements: 

—  relative fragility of structure to the sur-
rounding environment (the softness of the soil 
means that driven timber piles are a practical 
foundation.)

— elevated structure, tall piles, allow for the 
bank and water to move freely underneath.
—  floating parts that move with the change in 
environment.

—  slight discomfort or exposure to the ele-
ments.

—  separation of barriers from falling to the 
main structure, open balustrades.

—  ‘wonky’ or ‘off kilter’ aesthetic.

—  use of materials that visibly weather, name-
ly timber.
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Precedent — vernacular structure

Fig. 2.29: Sketch elevation series of existing old access structures along the river

2 / RESEARCH CONTEXTS
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Fig. 2.30: Old access structures along the Whanganui River
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Fig. 2.31: Site Location Intervention 2
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Intervention 2: The Bridge
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Town / River

Fig. 2.32: Bridge sketch



Test 02
Test 02 sits further south. A viewing platform sweeps 
out into the channel of the river. Its form references 
the pā auroa; it ‘catches’ passers by and takes them 
onto the river.

On reflection
While the use of the existing structures showed prom-
ise, it was limiting in terms of scale and lack of inno-
vation. However my understanding of historical struc-
tures influenced further designs, and this approach 
remains as a possible future line of enquiry.

I looked at re-purposing  existing structures as a possi-
ble way to better integrate  river connections along the 
Mountains to Sea walkway. Pragmatically, re-use is a 
less wasteful and invasive approach. Also, it references 
the history of the Awa. 

European wharf structures took advantage of the 
depth and breadth of the Awa. The re-purposed access 
structures mark a difference in the value judgement 
of the innate qualities of the Awa in New Zealand law. 
The structures represent this; they provide platforms 
for the relationship between the people and the Awa 
to grow.

The Māori saying goes;
 
“Ka mua, ka muri”
“Walking backwards into the future”

By using the existing structure the stories of the past 
are woven into the new. The architecture will be a vi-
sual fusion of the past and present.

Test 01
Test 01 was an intervention on some surviving struc-
ture of the old town wharf. The taller structure allows 
for good views. The lower structure brings the user 
closer to the Awa. 

Design test — small scale re-purposing
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Fig. 2.33: Test sites location plan

Test site 01

Test site 02

Intervention 2: The Bridge
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Fig. 2.34: Test 01

Fig. 2.35: Test 02
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An existing architectural language
There are four bridges in the vicinity of Whanganui 
town. From north to south they are:

— 1. The Aramoho Railway Bridge. This bridge 
also caters for pedestrians and cyclists but rat-
tles and shakes as you cross.

— 2. The Dublin Street Bridge, a car bridge 
with footpaths on either side. A similar con-
struction to the Aramoho Bridge; steel upper 
and concrete foundations.

— 3. The Whanganui City Bridge extends from 
Victoria Avenue over the river to meet with 
State Highway 4. A footpath on one side allows 
for pedestrians, but the road is very busy with 
trucks.

— 4. The Cobham Road Bridge has a footpath 
and cycleway on one side. It is the primary 
southern highway into the city so has heavy 
traffic.

Why another one?
The new bridge encourages commuters from East 
Whanganui to cycle or walk into town by providing a 
more direct and enjoyable link into the main center. 
The challenge of the design was to make it more re-
sponsive to the river than current examples do. The 
result posits a different, more active relationship with 
the river.

Precedent — Whanganui bridges
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Cobham road bridge, state highway 3

Fig. 2.37: Location of bridges and proposed new crossingFig. 2.36: Site sketch of Dublin St Bridge

Intervention 2: The Bridge

2

3

1

Proposed
crossing

4
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Fig. 2.39: 2. The Dublin Street bridge, view from south on the east bank.

Fig. 2.38: 1. The Aramoho railway, cycle and pedestrian bridge. View from north on the east bank.

Fig. 2.40: 3. The Whanganui City Bridge, looking downstream
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1. The Cirkelbroen (Circle Bridge)
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Olafur Eliasson, 2015

The Circle Bridge references houses and sailing boats 
of the harbour where it sits, and reflects the history of 
a once vibrant fishing port. The bridge is designed as a 
meeting place and viewing platform as well as a cycle 
and pedestrian way across the canal. It invites socia-
bility and slowing down with its zig-zag plan.

2. The Floating Piers
Lake Iseo, Italy
Christo and Jeanne-Claude,  2014-16

The Floating Piers is a project by artists Christo Vlad-
imirov Javacheff and Jeanne-Claude. It is a floating 
road that spans between two shores of Lake Iseo, and 
out to a small island. Of the experience Christo says; 
“Those who experienced The Floating Piers felt like 
they were walking on water – or perhaps the back of 
a whale... the light and water transformed the bright 
yellow fabric to shades of red and gold throughout the 
sixteen days” (Javacheff).

3. Queen Emma Bridge
Willenstad, Curaçao.
Leonard Burlington Smith 1888

The Bridge is an iconic promenade made of steel pon-
toons and a wooden deck. The bridge is dynamic - it 
fully pivots at one end and is towed open to allow 
ships to pass through.  Pedestrians are instead ferried 
across. The bridge has been renovated in 1939, 1961, 
1983-1986, and 2005-2006. It is revered by locals and 
is known fondly as the ‘swinging old lady.’

Critique/ Significance
Shifting scales of a repeated form gives the bridge con-
tinuity and variance. Slender vertical elements give an 
elegance and sense of rhythm.

The way the design references the history of boats side 
by side in the water does not appear gimmicky. This 
was achieved through the extraction of a main formal 
element (the mast) and its application in a new con-
text. This approach was useful when applying symbol-
ic historical forms in Part Two designs.

Critique/ Significance
The project is exemplary in the experience it gives to 
the user. The connection to the water is intimate, and 
temporal like the lake itself.

A problem with the project, first designed in 1970, was 
that it had no critical stance on the 21stC environment 
it sits within (Baracco and Wright). However, the in-
stallation drew massive crowds; the ‘walking on water’ 
experience was one that many wanted to feel.

I sought a similar intimate experience in Part Two.

Critique/ Significance
The use of floating pontoons as the regular structure 
influenced my development of Intervention 2. Sec-
ondary elements eg. lights and balustrades provided 
formal precedent.

The popularity of the floating bridge experience is tell-
ing. The playfulness of her aesthetic and function in 
spired  further concept developments.

Precedent — International
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Intervention 2: The Bridge
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Fig. 2.45, 2.46: Queen Emma Bridge

Fig. 2.43, 2,44: The Floating Piers

Fig. 2.41, 2,42: Cirkelbroen Bridge
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Mulqueen explains how this ruled out a cable strayed 
design, as a “tall pylon dominating the site might be 
seen as a symbol of Pākeha triumph, and give the 
bridge a character opposite to what the client had 
requested”(488). Instead the diagonal arch structure 
was chosen, which frames the view of Mt. Taranaki, 
and lies low to avoid  dominating the subtle hills of 
the pā. 

Critique/ Significance
Te Rewa Rewa Bridge is a key precedent because of 
its response to context. The design  not only responds 
to physical aspects but also the historical and cultural 
context. This approach is key in designing a structure 
that is respectful and connected to many aspects of 
its place. In Part Two I did extensive research before  
design tests to ensure the architecture responded to 
many elements of Te Awa Tupua.

The project also responds to its history without mim-
icry. The value and spirit of the site is folded into the 
design without the use of token symbolic forms. This 
is an important design principle that was developed 
into Part Three.

Te Rewa Rewa Bridge,
New Plymouth, Taranaki.
Novare Design Ltd, 2010

Te Rewa Rewa bridge was opened in June 2010. It was 
a collaborative project lead by Novare Design Ltd, an 
engineering firm based in Wellington.

The bridge spans the Waiwhakaiho River and forms 
part of the New Plymouth Coastal Walkway. It leads 
across to the ancestral land of Te Ati Awa iwi and the 
Ngati Tawhurukura hapu. This was a site of warfare 
during the New Zealand wars, and the land was lat-
er stolen by the Crown. The lead bridge designer Pe-
ter Mulqueen was critically aware of the context. He 
states:

“Contextual vision is an acknowl-
edgement that a bridge will be a part 
of its environment and must add dig-
nity to its setting”

(Mulqueen 486)

The bridge’s form was inspired by a poem of James K. 
Baxter, a prominent Pākeha author who spent much of 
his life in Hiruhārama/Jerusalem on  the Whanganui 
River. In one of his poems he discusses the essence 
of the wind as metaphor for wairua. This influenced 
the bridge’s curved ribs, which as  Mulqueen writes 
“form a gateway, or waharoa, signifying to the observ-
er that he or she was about to enter or leave sacred 
land”(487).

Structural decisions were made in response to under-
standings of place. For example, there was a require-
ment for the bridge to ‘touch lightly’ on the Te Rewa 
Rewa side of the river out of respect for those  buried 
on the sacred site. 

Precedent — New Zealand
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New Plymouth

W
aiwhakaiho River

Fig. 2.47:  Te Rewa Rewa Bridge site location and plan

Intervention 2: The Bridge
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Fig. 2.48: View downstream showing the bridge’s elevation and the ribs that are shaped by the prevailing wind

Fig. 2.49: The ribs frame the view to Mt. Taranaki
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Initial Tests
My early design tests explored large scale bridges that 
responded to Te Awa Tupua through their sculptural 
forms. These concepts propose a destination piece of 
modern architecture that would be an expression of 
the place and its history.

Critique
The result was too similar to traditional engineering 
solutions: large decks spanning bank to bank. While 
formally innovative, they did little to enhance the ex-
perience of crossing. 

Development — formal structural tests
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Fig. 2.50: Large formal design concepts, tested through 
perspective 

Intervention 2: The Bridge
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Test 2:

— Enclosure and exposure of 
views through funnel form

Test 1:

—Tension structure, large ex-
pressive ‘sails’, zig zag plan

Test 3:

— Exaggeration of the funnel/
cone form.

Fig. 2.51: Large formal design concepts, tested through physical models 



Through sketch
The following pages show early design sketches that 
explored light and responsive structures that allowed 
for an intimate user experience.

Sketching in perspective was a useful tool to grasp the 
atmosphere of the human scale.

Development — sketches
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Fig. 2.52: Sketch matrix of formal ideas 

Intervention 2: The Bridge
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Fig. 2.53: Floating structure ideas 
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With the aim of creating a more sen-
sory experience for the user, I de-
signed the pedestrian bridge as a 
floating ferrying system with jetty 
docks on either side. There were a 
number of reasons:
Why float?
The water is supporting the architecture, so heavy 
foundations were not needed. The users feel the rise 
and fall, the sounds and smells more intensely as 
they are close the water’s surface. The architecture is 
therefore in dialogue with the river, not ignoring her 
by simply spanning across.

Development — perspective sketch

Fig. 2.54: Entry to a floating pontoon 

Fig. 2.55: A self-propelled pulley ferry system Fig. 2.56: A floating platform and its tethering to stop floating 
downstream

Intervention 2: The Bridge
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Fig. 2.57: Sketch study of entry to the bridge, side and front perspectives
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Why not a pontoon bridge?
The river in flood carries a lot of debris, so the design 
developed to retreat from the main channel. Docks on 
both banks provide entry to two small driverless elec-
tric ferry boats that run along cables.

Placement
This plan displays the placement of the docking jetties 
and cables. Two of these boats run at once to avoid 
any major delays. Both pedestrians and bikes can be 
carried across. The bridge connects to existing walk-
ing paths (in red).

The Bridge — site plan 

Intervention 2: The Bridge
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Fig. 2.58: Bridge site plan
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The Bridge — programming

Matarawa Stream

to East Whanganui

to Civic centre

1

2

3

4

5
6

1    Swim loop

There is an existing informal jumping structure, a 
concrete groin, north of the structure, with which the 
lower decks of the launching jetty would form a swim-
ming loop for people in the summertime.

Fig. 2.59: Axonometric of the programming/ function of The Bridge

Intervention 2: The Bridge
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Matarawa Stream

to East Whanganui

to Civic centre

2    Electric ferry boats 
3    West bank boat dock

4    Ramp entry

5    Flood viewing platform

7

8

9

6    Pathways to Pukenamu

7    East bank boat dock

8    East bank jetty -fishing and launching

9    Boardwalks through Kowhai Park
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On the west bank viewing platform
The west bank dock is two-storey; an upper viewing 
deck can be accessed directly from the footpath. The 
lower deck is the boat dock.

The Bridge — perspective from west

Intervention 2: The Bridge
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Fig. 2.60: Bridge west perspective
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View from the south, west bank
The ramp allows disability and bike access down to 
the crossing from the footpath.

The Bridge — perspective from south, high tide

Fig. 2.61: Bridge south perspective, high tide

Intervention 2: The Bridge
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The Bridge in Flood
In flood the bridge floats with the rising levels. This 
image shows a major flood, 4.0m above the mid tide 
level.

While the lower jetties are inundated, the upper level 
viewing deck can still be accessed, so the user can feel 
the strength and power of the river.

The ferry boats are pulled in and moored so that storm 
debris do not damage them.

The Bridge — perspective from south, in flood

Fig. 2.62: Bridge south perspective, in flood

Intervention 2: The Bridge
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Fig. 2.63: Site Location Intervention 3
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Fig. 2.64: Lookout sketch

Intervention 3: Lookout and Stair

Town / River
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Pākaitore (Moutoa Gardens)
What is now Moutoa Gardens used to be a pā and 
place of trade, known as Pākaitore. A 79-day occupa-
tion in 1995 protested against the fact that Pākaitore 
was not included in the purchase of Whanganui. In 
1840 Edward Jerningham Wakefield bought 40,000 
acres of land on the banks of the lower river. This was 
the second purchase by the New Zealand Company 
after Wellington, and it was controversial from the be-
ginning. These tensions caused fighting to break out 
in the late 1840s.

Fighting between the upper and lower river hapū be-
gan in 1864, as a response primarily to differences in 
faith. Many upper river Māori were of the Pai Mārire 
(Hauhau) faith, followers of the Te Ua Haumēne of 
Taranaki, who had established himself as a prophet in 
response to the continued land loss.

Opponents of Pai Mārire, the Pūtiki (lower river) 
chiefs, Hōri Kīngi Te Ānaua and Hoani Wiremu Hīpan-
go, defeated the upper river group, led by Mātene Te 
Rangitauira of Taumarunui at Moutoa, a small island 
between Hiruhārama and Rānana.

The lower river chiefs were defending their mana and 
protecting their hapū. However, the European settlers 
in Whanganui saw the resistance as loyalty to them. 
They commissioned a memorial, the first New Zea-
land war memorial, in what is now known as Moutoa 
Gardens. The plaque read:

To the memory of those brave men 
who fell at Moutoa 14 May 1864 in de-
fence of law and order against fanat-
icism and barbarism.
This depiction of Pai Mārire followers led to ongoing 
controversy, and conflict continued in the Whanganui 
throughout the late-1800s. (“Moutoa Island - War in 
Whanganui”)

Site — historical context
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Fig. 2.66: Moutoa Gardens and War Memorial

Fig. 2.65: Protest sign at the 1995 occupation at Pākaitore

Intervention 2: Lookout and Stair
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Pukenamu/ Queens Park
Pukenamu was a defensive pā in the 1830s. In the 
1840s it was occupied by British troops and hosted the 
Rutland stockade until 1870, then a prison and Immi-
gration barracks. In the 1880s buildings were demol-
ished and the site was established as a park.

In March 2018 the Whanganui District Council pub-
lished a draft Pukenamu/Queens Park Reserve Man-
agement Plan with recommendations for the park. 
The objectives of the plan stress the importance of 
reflecting the historic nature of the reserve and telling 
‘the Pukenamu Story’.

One proposal was for a series of vertical sculptures. 
I discovered this plan after beginning work on Inter-
vention 3, but it is similar in concept (refer Fig. 2.67). 
The Lookout and Stair can be seen as an alternative 
response to the proposal.

The plan was part of a consultation package that re-
ceived 54 responses. The submissions reveal many op-
posing opinions particularly to the re-naming of the 
park with the Maori name (“Volume of Submissions”). 
This shows there is still a lack of understanding of the 
oppressive history that occurred on the site.
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Fig. 2.67: Cross section from the Pukenamu management plan, displaying proposal for a series of vertical sculptures 
referencing the connection to Pākaitore and the Awa

Sculptures and Public Art
The Sarjeant Art Gallery and War Memorial 
Centre buildings are significant works of art in 
their own right.  The Gallery contains a large 
collection of art, and the proposed extension 
will allow a much larger number of works to be 
accessible to the public.  The ‘Handspan’ peace 
sculpture erected in 2002 is the most recent 
sculptural feature to be added to the Reserve.  

A series of vertical sculptures is proposed in 
the Town Centre Regeneration Strategy to help 
strengthen the important cultural connection 
between Pukenamu/Queen’s Park, Moutoa 
Gardens/Pākaitore and the Whanganui River.

Plan view of the proposed vertical elements marking the 
connection between Pukenamu, Pākaitore and the riverfront.

Cross section of the proposed vertical elements marking the connection between Pukenamu, Pākaitore and the riverfront.

There are opportunities to have other permanent 
and temporary sculptures in the Reserve which 
could assist with telling ‘The Pukenamu Story’.  The 
Whanganui Regional Museum are also proposing 
to reinstate 11 bronze Carillon Bells (currently in 
storage) into the Reserve.  An interactive musical 
piece of art work is proposed so that they can be 
played and enjoyed by the public.  

The Town Centre Regeneration Strategy also 
recommends the use of public interactive art 
to activate spaces in the Reserve.  Any future 
sculptures or art work needs to be appropriate, 
and to consider the open space feel of the 
Reserve.6  

Art features could be temporary “pop up” 
interactive art pieces that change throughout 
the year.  These elements could be provided in 
conjunction with special events and festivals, for 
example the opening of the redeveloped Sarjeant 
Art Gallery.  Approval may be needed from the 
Public Art Steering Group. 

OBJECTIVE 

10. To limit the installation of sculptures and 
other art features in the Reserve to those 
which are appropriate to the historic and 
open space values.  Consideration shall be 
given to ‘The Pukenamu Story’. 

Policy

10.1 To tell ‘The Pukenamu Story’ through 
sculptural elements in locations identified on 
the Development Plan.  In particular:

 • Vertical sculptures to strengthen the 
cultural connection of Pukenamu Queen’s 
Park with Pākaitore/Moutoa Gardens.

 • Sculptural element(s) which represents 
the history of the site (particularly its use 
as a Pā and a stockade). 

6 The Whanganui District Council Public Art Guidelines (or similar document where updated) should be referred to for the addition and removal of public art.

20
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Atop Pukenamu sits the art gallery, museums and li-
braries. When I visited the site in mid-August, it was 
a beautiful clear Friday and there were several cars 
parked with people eating their lunch and enjoying 
the view. A man approached me remarking on the 
clear view to Mt. Ruapehu; he gestured at my camera 
and said ‘perhaps that will actually capture it’ unlike 
his phone. While the photo opposite does not do it 
any justice, you can at least make out the mountain.

Intervention 3: Lookout and Stair
The proposed intervention is a set of stairs link-
ing Pākaitore with Pukenamu and civic facili-
ties. At the top of the stair is a lookout where on a 
clear day one can see Mt Ruapehu. This structure 
frames the mountain and link the river’s source to 
her end. It offers space for pause and reflection.
 
Intervention 3 aims to respond to the 
multi-dimensional time/space, and 
multi-elemental cultural aspects of 
Te Awa Tupua in these ways:

— By visually referencing the river’s source the 
past of the water that you see flowing in front 
of you is expressed.

— By physically linking two important sites the 
intervention references Te Awa Tupuna, the 
River People, and honors the history of their 
fight for recognition of Te Awa Tupua.

— The design references the future, by provid-
ing a platform for procession/memorial /pro-
test/celebration; a new civic centre for activism 
and justice.

Site — a glimpse of her origins
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E rere kau mai te awa nui nei
Mai i te kāhui maunga ki Tangaroa

Ko au te awa
Ko te awa ko au.

The river flows
From the mountains to the sea

I am the river
The river is me.

Whanganui Māori 
proverb

Whanganui

N

SH3 to New Plymouth

SH4 to Raetihi

Railway

Atene

Parikino

Upokongaro

Koroniti

Matahiwi

Ranana

Pipiriki

Tieke Marae
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Retaruke

Taumaranui

to Mountains

Jerusalem

Fig. 2.68: The journey of the river from source to sea

Intervention 2: Lookout and Stair
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Fig. 2.69: View to Ruapehu from Pukenamu

Fig. 2.70: Site placement, pathway links and view shaft
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Fig. 2.71: Site location plan and analysis



Heavy versus Light
In developing the stairs I investigated the relative so-
lidity of materials and structure.

Concept One
— The stair is purely an access way to Puke-
namu.

— Delicate timber structure: touching the 
earth lightly.

— Reminiscent of pā auroa or fencing found at 
pā. Achieved through the lightness and irregu-
larity of timber handrail posts.

Concept Two
—   The stair also became an amphitheatre. 

— Concrete structure for durability and 
strength. 

The concrete structure connected awkwardly 
with the vegetated hillside. It was too heavy, 
and did not respect the fragile slope contained 
by plant roots. 

Concept Three 
— The structure transitions from concrete 
at the base to timber and steel. A light bridge 
crosses over the steep slope of the hill. 

— Diagonal timber stairs meet the road that 
circles Pukenamu in two places; the first exits 
to the Cenotaph lawn, the second links to the 
lookout. 
 
This final section of the stair nestles within the 
vegetation of the hill, and does not dominate.

The Stairs — structural development
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Fig. 2.72: Concept one — a compact light timber stair

Intervention 2: Lookout and Stair
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Upper section: light structure

Mid section: med. weight structure

Fig. 2.73: Concept two — heavy structure

Fig. 2.74: Concept three — transition from light to heavy structure

Connection with ground too heavy

Lower section: heavy structure
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A new active centre
The stair forms a stately amphitheatre and procession 
up to the mountain viewing structure.

The lower site becomes a centre for activism as well 
as celebrations and memorial events. It connects to 
the existing repertory theatre, which could use the 
amphitheatre for summer outdoor performances and 
pre-show gatherings. The stair wraps around to form a 
new elevated theatre entry.

The Stairs — Pākaitore to Pukenamu
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Fig. 2.75: Stair and Lookout location site plan
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Intervention 2: Lookout and Stair
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Concept 01

Stage

Pedestrian crossing
—to Pākaitore

Concrete stairs

Timber stairsNew theatre entry platform

Ampitheatre seating

Entry 1
 —to Watt St

Entry 2
 —to Cenotaph/ Sargeant

Mountain lookout

Sargeant galleryCenotaph

Regeant theatre

Fig. 2.76: View up stair/lookout from east



The structure frames the direct view 
to Mt. Ruapehu and provides a chance 
for pause and peaceful reflection on 
the immensity of the river, beyond 
human control, in a place that histor-
ically represented dominance.
While Intervention 2: The Bridge, explores a struc-
tural relationship with water, the mountain lookout 
explores a relationship with the sloping ground. The 
structure touches the ground lightly and gestures to 
the mountains through its expressive form.

I developed the lookout by reflecting on a series of 
concepts. 

Concept One and development
Concept One is a light timber structure with steps 
to a platform that spans over the hills edge. Handrail 
vertical members extend into ribs that curve over and 
frame the view. In the first development the ribs cross 
over then open up to the view. In the second the ribs 
connect and their spine curves to direct the viewer’s 
eye to the mountain.

The formal expression of Concept One needed fur-
ther development, especially in the way the structure 
touched the ground. The relationship between the 
platform and the roof structure was not well refined 
either. 

Mountain Lookout — design development
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Fig. 2.77: Mountain lookout concept one and development

Intervention 2: Lookout and Stair
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Concept two 
The form constructs the view into a panoramic per-
spective. The structure is heavy concrete with one 
large central column. The structure was too heavy 
on the land and unintentionally looked similar to a 
pillbox gun emplacement, a reference to be seriously 
avoided.

Concept three
The roof is a lighter steel mesh that floats over the 
platform connected by four steel circular section col-
umns. The profile of the roof is bent and skewed to-
ward the mountain. The platform cantilevers over the 
hillside connected back to a strong foundation at the 
entry, to look lighter on the ground.

Figure 2.78: Mountain lookout concept two

Fig. 2.79: Mountain lookout concept three

Mountain
view



Key formal idea 
The strongest formal idea in Concept Three was the 
expressive roof, mirrored by a structure that touches 
the ground lightly. The form of the roof ‘calls out’ to 
the mountain. This series of sketches distill these key 
ideas.

Mountain Lookout — refinement
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Fig. 2.81: Sketch series representing different assembly of roof, platform and structure in relation to the slope of the hill

Fig. 2.80: Sketch representing the platform and roof 
floating on a light structure

Intervention 2: Lookout and Stair
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Fig. 2.82: Parti sketch representing main formal idea

Fig. 2.84: Initial digital model of lookout from the top entry, showing the light roof structure and mirrored/skewed steel circu-
lar section columns for the platform

Fig. 2.83: Elevation, from sketch to digital
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Intervention 2: Lookout and Stair
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Mountain Lookout — section

Section from back
This view shows the relationship of the platform and 
the sloping ground — the steel structure sits lightly 
on the vegetated hillside. The platform spans over the 
hillside edge and reaches out to mountains. The light 
roof acts as a framing mechanism to focus the view by 
eliminating the boundless sky. A seat invites space to 
reflect on the immensity of the Awa.

Fig. 2.86: Lookout site plan
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Intervention 2: Lookout and Stair
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Fig. 2.87: Back section, A-A



Mountain Lookout — north elevation

Elevation from north
The roof gestures to the mountain with its expressive 
sweeping form.

Fig. 2.88: Mountain Lookout, north elevation
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Intervention 2: Lookout and Stair
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Lookout and Stair — long section

Intervention 2: Lookout and Stair
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Fig. 2.89: Lookout and Stair — long section
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These projects were part of a wider approach to the 
town that linked historical narrative through built 
interventions to a network that strengthened con-
nections to the river. I investigated the local people’s 
relationship with the river, and then proposed ways to 
improve the connection of Whanganui to multiple el-
ements of Te Awa Tupua.

Intervention 2: The Bridge
I viewed this as an iconic crossing responsive to the 
river’s fluctuations. This invokes a relationship be-
tween the user and the river where they experience 
feeling small in the wake of her moving water.

The bridge evokes different memories of the past: it 
conjures images of the old sailing ships that came into 
the port. It can be seen as a reference to pulley cable 
cars that were used up the river to get supplies across 
from the road (one of these cable cars still remains up 
river at The Flying Fox accommodation just south of 
Matahiwi).

These references were not forced and the ability for 
the structure to bring up memories is testament to its 
success in fitting in with the context. I absorbed the 
contextual research, the site visits and the conversa-
tions into the design process through hand sketching.

Part Two — on reflection
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Intervention 3: Lookout and Stair
The Lookout and Stair are public places within the 
town that link to the river and historical events of Te 
Awa Tupua. The intervention responded to less ‘phys-
ical’ elements of Te Awa Tupua, e.g. her history, her 
people and her spiritual source.

This was an important part of my research as it is an 
example of a response to the legal personhood that 
doesn’t directly relate to what in a European mind-
set is considered part of the ecological entity - in this 
case, the river channel itself. 

Instead it shows how Te Awa Tupua 
and other ecological entities can in-
spire urban interventions that are re-
spectful and responsive to their place 
and its history.
The river is the carrier of the stories, the center of the 
history. While there have been battles fought on and 
around her, in recent times she has been a unifying 
force. By acknowledging this and weaving the river 
through public space in the town, Whanganui can be 
a place which recognizes all facets of its history and 
where everyone feels welcome. 

This is a possible way of acknowledg-
ing the river’s power in and of herself; 
it brings people together in shared 
appreciation of her presence.

Part Two: Reflections

Fig. 2.90: Process sketches
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Critique
The main critique of the interventions in this phase 
was that they were ‘too nice’. These projects would 
be wonderful for visitors and locals of Whanganui. 
But are they really addressing the essence of Te Awa 
Tupua? 

They are inspired by her, but are they 
doing anything for her?
Problems also arose with trying to tell the story of the 
struggles iwi had in efforts to present bi-cultural out-
comes. The approach of acknowledging these events 
and responding to them was something that, on re-
flection, was unsatisfactory. This could be seen as an 
attempt to ‘blend cultural narratives’ which, as dis-
cussed by Tyson Schmidt, is problematic for its lack 
of recognition of the “...diversity of cultural views and 
voices...” (154).

The project is an individual scholarly pursuit and does 
not meet the challenge of true collaboration within 
this limited environment. This presented an oppor-
tunity for projects that originate from my own rela-
tionship with the river as an example of how Pākeha 
design responses to bi-cultural concepts can develop 
alongside legislative progress.

The projects had to better acknowledge the immensi-
ty of Te Awa Tupua, beyond human control. The river 
has been hurt and adapted to suit human needs, and 
this is something that needed to be addressed. 

The question that needed to be asked 
was, what does she want?
The next phase had to take action to repair some of 
the damage done to the river by humans.

Moving forward
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Problems/Opportunities/Actions

Problem:

‘Too nice’ - not addressing the hurt humans 
have caused the river.

Opportunities/Actions:

Provide solutions that confront problematic 
past human intervention and propose large 
scale solutions.

Problem:

Too focused on the human side of the relation-
ship.

Opportunities/Actions:

Set priorities: what does the river want to do, 
and how can this be facilitated?

Problem:

Attempt at a bi-cultural architecture through 
‘blending’ of cultural narratives.

Opportunities/Actions:

Acknowledge context but respond to my 
unique relationship with the river, rather than 
other peoples. 
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Fig. 3.01: River’s edge near mouth
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How do we respect her mana?
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Part Three investigates a part of the river that has 
faced major human intervention detrimental to her 
body and spirit. A question this part addresses is:

What does the river want, and how 
can this be facilitated?
My contextual research investigated the lower riv-
er area and the developments that shaped and con-
trolled the river. Her form and flow were then anal-
ysed, through a fluvial geomorphologic framework. 
These informed a set of principles for a future river 
mouth plan. Intervention 4: River mouth release, con-
solidates these principles into one large-scale gesture 
of separation of the port and the river mouth. 

A scale shift occurs in Intervention 5: Sea Wall/ Walk-
way. This structure sits at the boundary of the port 
and the river mouth, and communicates large-scale 
ideas about the two environments at a human scale.

The result is a piece of architecture 
that is site-specific, yet embraces the 
spirit of the river and looks towards 
her future.
This section runs through the broad contextual re-
search before presenting the design Interventions 4 
and 5.

Part Three   — introduction
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Fig. 3.02: River mouth sketch
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In 1997 political activist Te Kaha broke in, took the 
mural, and hid it for over a year. He explained the aim 
was to show what it felt to have a taonga taken away 
forcibly. Hill and McKay suggest he was acting under 
utu, a concept can be translated in different situations 
as reciprocity, harmony, compensation or revenge 
(247). The mural was ‘re-gifted’ via an agreement be-
tween Te Kaha, Tama Iti and art collector/ philanthro-
pist Dame Jenny Gibbs. In this way, it regained mana 
and its existance could be accepted by Tūhoe.

Hill and McKay argue that while through this act the 
balance of utu was restored for the mural, the fate of 
the visitor centre was destined to be different. They 
point substantial blame at a police raid of the small 
community Ruatoki in 2007 (247).

The police were searching without warrants for mem-
bers of an alleged terrorist network apparantly run-
ning trainings in Te Urewera. Again Tūhoe people 
were reminded of past abuses of state power. When 
approached about the future of the visitor centre, it 
was decided the best way to restore harmony was to 
remove its physical trace. Iwi spokesperson Tāmati 
Kruger says about the demotion:

“We restored the natural harmony and traced the 
journey by evidence of past in future” (qtd. Hill and 
McKay 248).

The proposed demolition of the visitor centre was met 
with strong opposition from some in the architectural 
community. As Hill and McKay put it “For Pākeha, the 
building’s significance was tied to its merit and cre-
ator... meaning that it needed to be retained as part of 
New Zealand’s architectural heritage.” They go on to 
suggest that the only way the building could have been 
retained was if non-Tūhoe particiapants understand 
and work with Māori concepts such as utu. (249)

Hill and McKay suggest; “...collaborative, open, and 
sometimes painful dialogue on these issues will not 
only be increasingly essential in this post-Treaty set-
tlement phase of New Zealand’s history, but holds ex-
citing possibilities for authentic reflection and renew-
al in genuine bicultural partnership.” They conclude;

“This journey will need to begin, 
however, with recognition that such 
partnerships will not just involve, for 
Pākeha, acknowledgment or incor-
poration of Māori words, customs, 
forms and so on, but may on occa-
sion require giving something away; 
relinquishment, sacrifice or loss.”

 (Hill and McKay 251)

Review of: “Binding Significance: Reflec-
tions of the Demolition of the Aniwaniwa 
Visitor Centre, Te Urewera”
Carolyn Joy Hill and Bill McKay, 2018. Published in 
Fabrications,  2018: Vol.28, No. 2, p.235-55

In this article Hill and McKay argue that creating gen-
uine bi-cultural partnerships in the built environment 
must go beyond incorporation of Māori narratives, 
forms, etc., but “may on occasion require giving some-
thing away; relinquishment, sacrifice, loss” (251).

This article was written as a reflection on the Aniwan-
iwa Visitor Centre by John Scott, which was contro-
versially demolished in 2016. This case study is an ex-
ample of operative differences in cultural viewpoints 
on design and heritage. The proceedings will not be 
discussed in great detail here, but a small amount of 
background is necessary in understanding the issues 
that were raised and their significance to this research.

Aniwaniwa Visitor Centre background
The centre opened in 1976 at Lake Waikaremoana in 
Te Urewera. Te Urewera was formed as a National 
Park in 1954, after over a century of colonial invasion 
and parliamentary legislation intended to alienate 
Ngāi Tūhoe (the local iwi) from their land.

Recent legislation has sought to redress past grievanc-
es, and in 2014 the Te Urewera—Tūhoe Bill was passed 
as the final settlement of historical Treaty of Waitangi 
Claims. Similar to Te Awa Tupua, Te Urewera Act 2014 
declares the area as a legal entity, with “rights, powers, 
duties, and liabilities of a legal person” represented by 
an appointed board.

Māori architect John Scott is regarded as one of New 
Zealand’s greatest practitioners.  His Futuna Chapel 
(1958-61) in Wellington has been described as “...an 
authentic example of indigenous religious architec-
ture” (Walden 15). The visitor centre was envisaged 
in 1971 as a response to tourism growth in the park. 
Given their enthusiasm for  Māori-influenced design, 
for Te Urewera National Park Board Scott was an ob-
vious choice. 

Scott was not of Tūhoe descent; although his inten-
tion was to include Tūhoe values in the design, lack 
of collaboration with the iwi meant their history and 
culture was largely expressed through a Pākeha lens.

Pākeha/ Māori responses
One of these Pākeha expressions of culture was Col-
in McCahon’s Urewera Mural displayed in the build-
ing’s Māori hall. The mural aimed to represent Tūhoe 
whakapapa, but was seen by many Māori as cultural 
appropriation and a grim reminder of colonial oppres-
sion and ostracism. 

Theoretical framework — relinquishing dominance
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Significance
For the transition into Part Three ‘relinquishment’ 
became an important concept. Reassurance of the po-
tential necessity to give up Eurocentric human-first 
‘needs’, whether they be trade, land, or power, was 
useful in defending decisions that may be seen as out-
side of ‘conventional’ approaches to planning and de-
sign.

With increased requirements for genuine bi-cultural 
partnerships under the authority of legislation such as 
Te Awa Tupua, we will continue to see more of such 
sacrifices. The projects in Part 3 advocate for relin-
quishment in different ways:

— Intervention 3 proposes to choose the well-
being of the Whanganui River mouth over the 
functionality of the port.

— Intervention 4 proposes to give up vehicle 
and pedestrian access to the South Spit, to 
allow for these sensitive ecologies to restore 
themselves.

These projects also move away from the formal and 
narrative-based acknowledgment of Māori history 
and culture  explored in Part Two. They are instead 
personal responses to Te Awa Tupua that uphold the 
principles of the Bill. 

Part Two presents proposals that 
challenge notions of recently domi-
nant European planning strategies.
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Fig. 3.03, 3.04: The visitor centre pre-demolition
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The moles completely changed the river mouth and 
coastline. The massive structures disrupted the bal-
ance of currents, sediment movement, and channel 
migrations. 

“Interrupting the longshore current 
that flows from west to south east 
causes the suspended sand to gradu-
ally accumulate against the obstruc-
tion. This has created expansive sand-
dunes at Castlecliff and has moved 
the shoreline steadily seawards”

(Beautrais M.).

Port use declined as other North Island ports grew. 
Maintenance of the moles, and dredging of the basin 
have stagnated in the last decade, and its future is un-
certain. The images on the right are aerials taken from 
Google Earth over the past 13 years. Even in this short 
time period degradation of the south mole and ero-
sion of the south sand spit is evident.

The 1860s saw huge increases in  the number and size 
of trading vessels entering, and Whanganui became 
one of the busiest ports in the country. In 1876 the 
Wanganui Harbour and River Conservation Board 
were set up under an act of Parliament. The board 
consisted of nine members. There was no provision 
for Māori representation.

The historical importance of the port is illustrated by 
Reverend Richard Taylor. He stated that the one cause 
for rejection of Whanganui as the capital in the 1860s 
was the difficulty of River navigation. He goes on to 
suggest:

“Let the great concern, therefore, 
of every true friend of Wanganui be 
to remove that objection, and it can 
be done; our river may be deepened, 
our bar removed, and the Wanganui 
made a second Thames.” 

(Taylor 283)

Up until 1908 shipping activities had been at the Town 
Wharf, by the current Taupo Quay. Developments at 
Castlecliff moved the port closer to the mouth. Two 
large moles were constructed to maintain adequate 
port depth. By 1911 the North Mole was 2600 feet long, 
and the South Mole 3200 feet long (Burgess 11).

Lower river — history of intervention

Fig. 3.05: Looking from toward south mole, you can see the strength of the waves crashing at the rocks of the mole
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Fig. 3.06: Aerial images of the river mouth, 2005-2018



The 100-200m wide South Spit is contaminated by 
traces of past human intervention. Most of the dune 
area has difficult access. It is used intermittently by 
four wheel drivers and fishermen, and as a dump site. 
The south beach can be accessed by four wheel drives 
and is used most regularly by people walking their 
dogs. On the river side old concrete walls and groynes 
linger in a decrepit state.

The spit is a shifting, sensitive and 
degraded environment, with very lit-
tle current human activity.
This posed an opportunity for an improvement plan 
to repair its damaged ecology.

Lower river — south spit
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port

south spit dunes

4WD access to south beach

Fig. 3.08: South spit sand dunes looking south (upper) and north (lower)

Fig. 3.07: South spit aerial
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Fig. 3.09: Examples of construction debris on the south spit



Due to decline in shipping activity the 
port basin and facilities are in a state 
of deterioration. In 2016 the Govern-
ment announced it would provide 
$500,000 for the development of a 
Port Revitalisation Plan. 
Port Revitalisation Plan
In 2016 a port revitalisation plan was produced by 
LandLab landscape architects in collaboration with 
Wardale marine infrastructure consultants. The new 
urban plan includes public water access, landscaping, 
a commercial precinct and recreational spaces to form 
a vibrant waterfront destination (LandLAB and Ward-
ale).

This research advocates for public places with strong 
connections to the water. Part Three focuses on a larg-
er landscape framework.

Whanganui - Motueka ferry service
A 2017 plan by Walbran Transport Analysis and Sofos 
Ltd in looked at establishing a Whanganui - Motueka 
ferry service. Supporters argue that this service would 
cut travel time from the North to the South island, 
improve the resilience of the transport network and 
stimulate regional economic development. The pro-
posal would require significant dredging (to at least 
seven metres) in the port basin, and expansion of port 
facilities. The plan does not allow for public access 
or recreation in the port basin. (Zangouropoulos and 
Walbran)

I believe this plan is contrary to the principles of Te 
Awa Tupua.

Lower river — the port

Fig. 3.10: Deterioration of port

Fig. 3.11: Port basin current condition
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Fig. 3.12: Whanganui - Motueka ferry : Walbran Transport Analysis Ltd

Walbran Transport Analysis Limited  Sofos Limited 

May 2017 Whanganui to Motueka Ferry Service – Feasibility Study 
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Appendix B:  Layout Plan - Whanganui 
 

Fig. 3.13: Port Revitalisation plan : LandLab

Fig. 3.14: Early schematic ideas for a large scale landscape intervention
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The course of a river’s channel in an uninterrupted 
system depends on several things, including bank 
slope, vegetation, soils types, point bars, and bank un-
dercuts. In the case of the lower Whanganui River, the 
channel has also been influenced by human interven-
tion such as engineered channelisation, land reclama-
tion and dredging.

This diagram series draws out specif-
ic conditions of the lower river that 
affect the river and the way she com-
pletes her journey and flows into the 
sea. 
Her channel has evolved over thousands of years 
through the meandering patterns of erosion and 
deposition. The river tends to rise to bankfull level, 
just above the defined channel, one to three times an-
nually. Its relative frequency means it is influential in 
defining the river’s future shape. 

Form and flow — lower river diagrams
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Fig. 3.16: Form and flow diagramsFig. 3.15: Site study extents
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Channel form diagrams
This diagram series displays an analysis of lower-river 
water levels and potential future changes to her chan-
nel. 

The top series displays current tidal fluctuations. In 
bankfull flow the channel bulges over the low lying 
area at the beginning of the South Spit. It is a sandy 
desolate zone, once a salt marsh, now reclaimed to 
host the Whanganui Airport.

The bottom series predicts what the river might be 
like without engineered interventions. The diagram 
on the left predicts channel changes if groynes and 
concrete walls were removed. The diagram to the right 
forecasts a breach of the south bank in a large flood. 
Events like this re-shape rivers in a natural course of 
development. These diagrams raise the questions:

What would happen if we left the riv-
er to do what she wants? How can we 
determine how she wants to be?

Form and flow — channel futures

daily

Low tide

Current water level shifts:

Channelization removed

Potential futures:

Fig. 3.17: Channel form diagrams
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Current water level shifts:
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Fig. 3.18: Site Location Intervention 4
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Intervention 4: River mouth release
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Fig. 3.19: River mouth release sketch
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I looked at key elements of the urban fabric in the low-
er river in order to identify opportunities for positive 
intervention.

Storm water contamination:
The northern bank of the river hosts the resi-
dential suburb of Castlecliff and an extensive 
industrial area including a number of dump 
sites. Water runoff from this area contaminates 
the river.

Community/ Recreational facilities:
Community facilities such as water sport clubs 
and schools are shown. The Castlecliff Domain 
and beach are popular, as well as the fishing and 
picnic facilities at the North Mole. The Moun-
tains to Sea cycle trail hugs the river’s edge, 
ending at the North mole. Castlecliff is a popu-
lar surfing and walking spot. The dunes and the 
South Beach are walking spots. 

Landscape features:
The Balgownie Reserve is a large site that used 
to be a rubbish dump. Part of it is being regen-
erated by the local community as Kokohuia 
wetland. Titoki is a small regenerating wetland 
further north.
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Fig. 3.20: Lower river site analysis map
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The value of navigability
Navigability of the Whanganui River is a central con-
cept in the Waitangi Tribunal claims.  As quoted in the 
Waitangi Tribunal Report 1999 :

“the Crown was to assert that it was the owner of nav-
igable rivers and lakes because this was necessary to 
protect the ‘national interest’ in transportation, pow-
er supply, drainage, flood control, town water sup-
plies, and tourism, and to avoid the private control of 
hunting and fishing, as had happened in England” (17).

Another key element of the Crown’s assumption of 
ownership had to do with the river mouth. In English 
common law, it was presumed that the Crown owns 
the tidal reaches of a navigable river as ‘an arm of the 
seas.’ However, as the report points out:

“To Atihaunui (Te Atihaunui-a-Pararangi, the people 
of the river), the tidal reaches of a river are a part of 
the river, not the seas. The river mauri proceeds into 
the sea even beyond the mouth, as can be seen in a 
view from a hill, until its mana finally mingles with 
that of the ocean.” 

“The difference is that Maori did not 
see water from a human interest 
view, in terms of ship navigability and 
safe harbours” (288).

The manipulation of the Whanganui river mouth to 
allow for navigability of English vessels is a compel-
ling symbol of ecologically dominating European gov-
ernance. 

The river mouth holds special im-
portance as a place of beginnings, 
endings and unity between river and 
ocean. 
There are many layers to the story of the river mouth:

The naming of Whanganui 
A widely held belief is that the name Whanganui 
comes from the legend of Haupipi. Haupipi had ar-
rived on the Aotea canoe, and settled with his wife 
at the mouth of the Patea River, about 60km north of 
Whanganui. The story goes that Wairaka had run off 
with another chief, so Haupipi set off southward to 
find them. He was soon met with the great obstacle 
of a large river flowing into the sea. He uttered these 
thoughts:

“Too wide to swim, too deep to wade, 
I will wait until the tide turns” 

(Bates and Smart 22-3)

In this version of the myth, Whanganui was named 
due to the width of its river mouth, now constrained 
by the North and South moles.

Site — history of manipulation
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Fig. 3.21: Definition of the Whanganui

Whanga
3. (noun) bay, cove, bight, estuary.

Nui
1. (verb) to be large, big, many, plen-
tiful, numerous, great, abundant, am-
ple, superior, of high rank, important.

Intervention 4: River Mouth Release
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Fig. 3.23: View looking north along coast, showing harbour 
entrance to the Wanganui River, with moles, 1955

Fig. 3.24: Aerial photograph of Wanganui river mouth, 1959

Fig. 3.22: Whanganui River Mouth at Castlecliff beach prior to construction of moles

Bridget Buxton
	�

Bridget Buxton
Image removed for copyright reasons.



Historical attempts
Analysis of the lower river suggested that if channel 
manipulation was removed the river would break over 
the south spit. This speculation was supported by sto-
ries of past attempts at moving the river mouth south.
Local Jim Parnell shared with me his memories of the 
river mouth:

“From time to time the river has bro-
ken through the South spit, or it was 
going to.  In fact in the 1940s it  was 
doing that and they threw everything 
at it...” 

(“Whanganui River Conversations” - full interview 
page 96-7)

The topic came up again with Marilyn and Marty 
Vreede. Marty mentioned there was talk of the Ameri-
cans moving the river mouth south, and separating the 
port during the war.

The District Council produced a feasibility report for 
re-engineering the river mouth to South Beach in 1993. 
It deemed the work would be too costly and potential-
ly detrimental to the port. The FAQ page for the Port 
Revitalisation plan goes on to quote “The Council is 
very supportive of the concept of a ferry service from 
Whanganui to the top of the South Island.” (“Port Re-
vitalisation FAQs”)

Te Awa Tupua consideration
I argue that under the authority of Te Awa Tupua 
the potential benefits of allowing the river to flush 
through the south spit exceed the requirements for 
port operation. 

However, as the Americans may have speculated, per-
haps moving the river mouth would benefit both.

Intervention 4: River mouth release 
maps a potential future, one that may 
prove mutually beneficial, but above 
all serves the river and her well-be-
ing.

Development — the idea
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Fig. 3.25: South bank looking toward port — existing

Fig. 3.26: South bank looking toward port — potential future if river mouth was released and breached the south spit



The release of the river is of primary importance. As 
Matthew Butcher says:

“Potentially the best way to prevent 
flooding is to give land back to our 
seas and rivers”

(Butcher and Noonan 18)

The preservation of the port is secondary, and will 
only continue to be dredged if  shipping industries 
support it. If it is not dredged routinely it will likely 
silt up and become part of the intertidal habitat zone. 

This phenomenon of a river mouth break -through 
and subsequent silting of a port basin occurred at the 
mouth of the Clutha River in Otago. Port Molyneux 
was planned  to become a major town,  but when the 
Clutha broke through the sand spit in the great flood 
of 1978 prospects of a prosperous port were destroyed.

This event provided a precedent for what may hap-
pen at the Whanganui River Mouth if the sand bank 
is breached. But if the port is deemed invaluable con-
tinued use will be possible through engineered flow 
channels and dredging.

Development — port maintenance
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Fig. 3.27: 2018 aerial of the Clutha river mouth at Port Molyneux

Kaka point

River mouth break through

Pre-1878 river mouth

Port Molyneux

Intervention 4: River Mouth Release
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Title Plan of the town of Molyneux C.B. Shanks, Asst. Surveyor Jany. 1862 ; drawn by A.J. Morrison, 11.3.87.
System Reference Alma : 9914743253502836

This image is provided for research purposes and must not be reproduced without the permission of the Alexander Turnbull Library and, where appropriate, the copyright holder.

Fig. 3.28: Surveyor’s plan of town of Molyneux, 1862, never to 
go ahead due to the sand spit breach

Fig. 3.29: Port Molyneux is now a large intertidal landscape

Bridget Buxton
	�

Bridget Buxton
Image removed for copyright reasons.
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Key principles
These diagrams display key objectives of the interven-
tion, and describe benefits for the wellbeing of Te Awa 
Tupua.

River Mouth Release — key principles 
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Principles: long term goals
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Restore intertidal wetland
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Restore stream corridors
allow water to flush into wetland
planting along corridors
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more eficient port
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Allow river to flush into the ocean where she wants to:

— undo the channelisation, remove broken debris

— watch where she wants to go, learn from her movements

Separate river mouth and harbour:

— no river debris in harbour

— more efficient port maintenance and dredging

Restore intertidal wetland:

— clean industrial run off

— habitat generation 

Restore stream corridors:

— allow water to flush into wetland

— planting to clean the surface water before it enters river

Principles: long term goals

Allow river to flush into the ocean where she wants to
undo the channelization
watch and see where she wants to go

Existing condition Seperate river mouth and harbour
no river debris in harbour
more eficient port

Restore intertidal wetland
clean industrial run off
habitat generation

Restore stream corridors
allow water to flush into wetland
planting along corridors

Existing condition

Fig. 3.30: Key principle of River mouth release

Intervention 4: River Mouth Release
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Timeline

1. Cut channel in south sand spit 2. Implement port sea wall 3. Restore stream corridors 4. Tidal wetland, mouth and dunes evolve

Timeline
— First a channel would be cut in the south sand spit 
and the river would carve her own path to the ocean. 

— Second, the Sea wall/walkway (Intervention 5) 
would be implemented.

— Third, stream corridors would be restored through 
opening and planting the banks. The stream corridors 
link together existing wetlands and are a surface water 
cleaning mechanism.

— During this process the tidal wetlands, dunes and 
form of the river mouth evolve as the river reclaims 
the land she lost.

 —timeline of events
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1. Cut channel in south sand spit

3. Restore stream corridors

2. Implement port sea wall

1-4. Tidal wetland, mouth and dunes evolve

Fig. 3.31: Timeline of events for river mouth release intervention
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Timeline

1. Cut channel in south sand spit 2. Implement port sea wall 3. Restore stream corridors 4. Tidal wetland, mouth and dunes evolve



This future plan is projected at least a decade into the 
future, as the ecology of the area evolves.

The map shows:

— a new tidal wetland area where the old river 
channel once was. This provides habitat for mi-
gratory birds, crustaceans etcetera, and recre-
ational boating/swimming at high tide.

— an interpretation of the ‘Port Revitalisation 
Plan’ produced by LandLab. Elements that 
have been shifted and adopted include the new 
beach and park areas, and the public renewal of 
the port area.

— restored wetlands and stream corridors. Ti-
toki and Kokohuia wetlands are linked by exist-
ing streams.

— formalised beach access by the airport; a 
sealed road with parking. Walking or four wheel 
driving over the dunes would be deterred by di-
rection signage and light fencing.

River Mouth Release — imagined future plan  
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Fig. 3.32: Released river mouth

Fig. 3.33: Future lower river plan

Intervention 4: River Mouth Release
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Fig. 3.34: Site Location Intervention 5
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Intervention 5: Sea wall/ Walkway

Settlement / River

Fig. 3.35: Walkway lookout sketch



End destination
The North mole is the natural place to farewell the riv-
er into the ocean. The mole used to have a railway line 
and lighthouse.  Now it is used as a fishing and walking 
spot. There are current proposals to improve the site 
as a public destination.

Intervention 5: Sea Wall/ Walkway is 
the place to farewell the river in its 
new mouth alignment. Formal refer-
ences to old structures at The North 
Mole act as a reminder of the shift 
that has occurred.

The structure will include a walkway and a destination 
at the end, a place to look out and bid ‘farewell’.

Precedent — historical, formal
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Fig. 3.37: North mole, current condition

Fig. 3.36 Proposal for development at North Mole by Craig 
Pocock 2015

Intervention 5: Sea wall/ Walkway

Bridget Buxton
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Bridget Buxton
Image removed for copyright reasons.
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Fig. 3.40: North mole in the 1980s with lighthouse Fig. 3.41: Simplification of forms; walkway and desti-
nation

Fig. 3.39 North mole with railway line and ships coming in

Fig. 3.38: North mole under construction, with crane at the 
end

Bridget Buxton
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Bridget Buxton
Image removed for copyright reasons.
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Objectives
Intervention 5 marks an important shift that occurs 
between the port and the river mouth.

The structure formalises the port edge, and act as a 
traditional sea wall. Beyond this point it allows con-
trolled access and viewing of the river mouth and 
dunes, as they are left to shift and evolve.

I explored various approaches to the extent of human 
access, and decided not to include walking paths over 
the dunes. The structure would elevate at the end to 
view the river mouth in farewell, then descend back 
toward the urban area.

The intervention explores different approaches to in-
tervening with the river and landscape in one elongat-
ed structure. 

Design scope
— Sea wall to form port basin edge.

— Public access walkway/bridge across to the 
dunes at the south spit.

— Viewing platform on the south spit, a fare-
well to the river.

 

 

Development — design scope 
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Fig. 3.43: Landscape scale schematic sketches

Fig. 3.42: Major design moves; sea wall in red, walkway (dotted 
line) and lookout point (circle) in white

Fig. 3.44: The form of the sea wall shapes the port 
basin, and then flicks back to face the river mouth 
and capture views of the changing riverlandscape.

Intervention 5: Sea wall/ Walkway



— formal testing
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An object on the sand
This sketch series explores the relationship between 
the structure and its shifting dune environment. It re-
sponds to the landscape but does not assume perma-
nence or dominance.

The formal language of the structures reference his-
torical precedents and previous design experiments 
within the thesis.

Fig. 3.45: Sketch series exploring an intimate viewing cubby that could be dotted around the landscape

Fig. 3.46: Sketch series exploring a walkway that hovers above the dunes, lightly touching the sand



A place of goodbye
The lookout platform had to sit proud in the landscape 
and have a strong presence from afar. My early ideas 
included a structure spanning the width of the river 
mouth but I discontinued this as it acted to confine 
flow fluctuations.

Instead the walkway would sit on the dunes at a dis-
tance from the river mouth channel, as a bystander 
and marker of the shifting land, sand and water.

Development — testing
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Fig. 3.48: An early scheme that spanned the river mouth 
was scrapped

Fig. 3.47: The walkway raises to a lookout at the end Fig. 3.49: Early conceptual sketches of lookout

Intervention 5: Sea wall/ Walkway



Small scale design test
Two major design challenges were the formal rela-
tionship of the raised platform and walkway, and the 
formal identity of the structure as a lookout.

This design test develops a small structure that could 
clip on to the end of a boardwalk. The formal language 
from this design test was reproduced at a bigger scale 
as the initial concept for Intervention 5.
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— small scale

Fig. 3.52: Digital testing of lookout structure, a form that 
is clearly ‘looking’ (reminiscent of slanted cone of Inter-

vention 1: Watchtower)

Fig. 3.50:Sketch series tested elevational transition from 
walkway to lookout structure

Fig. 3.51: Digital 3D model of sketches, testing structure, 
material and scale



Digital iterations
A series of iterations developed form, structure and 
scale of the walkway and lookout.

Development — digital, large scale
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Fig. 3.54: Initial iteration transferred the formal language of the small scale test to a large scale. The walkway rises up gradually 
to a teepee-like lookout structure at the end

Fig. 3.53: In plan the walkway snakes over the dunes

Fig. 3.55: The scale of the lookout was not working, this iteration tested an off centre pyramid lookout structure

Intervention 5: Sea wall/ Walkway
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Fig. 3.58: A lengthened lookout form. The roof provides shelter for pausing at the end. The tilt of the roof gestures out toward 
the ocean

Fig. 3.56: This iteration removes the flick out in plan, and instead the walkway gradually arcs around to the lookout. Here the 
structure resembles a trig point structure. A set of stairs is added up to the lookout so that the walkway becomes two story, 

and the user can enter and return along different paths

Fig. 3.57: The identity of the lookout was the biggest formal challenge. Hand sketches over the digital model quickly tested 
different options
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Fig. 3.60: Slanted structural elements and bracing steel members of the walkway, and the stairs up to the lookout

Fig. 3.61: The walkway forms a bridge over the channel. In the foreground is the jetty and swimming beach, bordered by steps

Fig. 3.62: In this iteration the roof is extended to cover the extent of the ramping walkway. This provides shelter and frames the 
walkway

Development — digital, large scale

Intervention 5: Sea wall/ Walkway
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Fig. 3.65: Looking toward lookout from seawall walkway, with beach on right and wetland on left

Fig. 3.63: A closer up view reveals the two levels of lookout at the end, both accessed by the generous stair. The people indicate 
the large scale of this structure. Large diagonal bracing elements gesture outward toward the end. This iteration better inte-

grates the lookout structure with the walkway, while still being a distinctly lighter structure

Fig. 3.64: The final iteration lightens the roof through the materiality and slender connections. The lookout opens up to allow 
full experience of the elements, and uninterrupted views



The walkway has four distinctive sections:

1. . — A concrete seawall with a walkway on top 
defines the edge and is the entry to the walk-
way. At the edge of the beach a jetty juts out 
providing opportunities for fishing and swim-
ming.

2. — The seawall bridges the channel between 
the tidal estuary and the port basin.

3. — The walkway splits vertically, with a ramp 
rising to the left, and the flat concrete path 
continuing around and under to the right.

4. — Both walkways rise to meet the lookout 
structure at the end. A light steel structure 
with no concrete foundation, it tip toes over 
the dunes.

Sea Wall/ Walkway — plan — urban plan
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4. Lookout

Figure 230: Sea wall / walkway plan

3. Ascending steel 
covered walkway to 

lookout

2. Concrete seawall and 
bridge over engineered 

channel

1. Concrete walkway, jetty and steps 
around new beach

Fig. 3.66:: Lookout plan close up

Intervention 5: Sea wall/ Walkway



— urban plan
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The urban plan shows a potential fu-
ture for the re-aligned river mouth.
The port area is redeveloped for public access and rec-
reation. In this scenario, the north end of the South 
Spit becomes an island ‘eco-reserve’ with regenerat-
ing sandy and tidal ecologies. The end of the sea wall /
walkway extends out to this island and ends in a look-
out.

Fig. 3.67:: Future lower river plan



Sea Wall/ Walkway — end section
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Fig. 3.68: Lookout plan

A A

“…the language of the architecture 
attempts to be several things at once 
and in several places at once – past 
and present, real and imagined, ar-
chitecture and vernacular, or infra-
structure. It is an architecture that 
is trying to evade any one definition, 
and, therefore, like the flood, its spe-
cific meaning is in flux.”

Matthew Butcher - Flood House II, page 31

The lookout sits in an imagined envi-
ronment, but does not depend on the 
river mouth evolving in any particular 
way. The lookout may sit in water, in 
moving sands, or in waves.

Intervention 5: Sea wall/ Walkway
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Fig. 3.69: Perspective section A-A, end section of walkway with lookout.
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This image shows the sea wall/ walkway from an aeri-
al perspective with the reforming river mouth in the 
background. A month after completing the drawing 
came the discovery of this image of a pa auroa, seen 
below. I was struck by how similar it was to the view I 
rendered. Throughout this research, I have found the 
relevance of the past as it continues to show itself and 
shape the present. 

With no intention of making this the-
sis a historical study I found myself 
consistently learning from the past 
in order to make decisions for the fu-
ture. 
This method is advocated  by Catherine Knight, an 
environmental historian and author of New Zealand’s 
Rivers: An Environmental History.

“Does knowing our history help us make better choic-
es now, and into the future? Obviously I’m utterly 
bias, but in the case of rivers I would have to emphat-
ically say, yes.”

“It is only by knowing how we have 
treated our environment in the past 
that we know how much has been 
lost or degraded beyond repair al-
ready. Without this knowledge how 
can we know what more we are will-
ing to sacrifice?”

(Knight 1:49-2:30min)

Sea wall/ Walkway — perspective
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Fig. 3.70: A lamprey and eel weir on the Whanganui River, pho-
tographed in 1921 by James McDonald. Two men in a waka are 

attending the weir.

Intervention 5: Sea wall/ Walkway

Fig. 3.71: Sea wall / Walkway perspective
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Interventions 4 and 5 aim to find ways to work with 
the natural forces of the river to recognise the wairua 
and mana of Te Awa Tupua.

I did this by scrutinizing historical human interven-
tion, and recognising places where they had a detri-
mental effect. The Whanganui river mouth is the gath-
ering of all her waters as they flow into the ocean. It is 
also the place where major engineering work was done 
to allow for the port operation, mutilating the river’s 
form and crushing her spirit. 

The challenge was to question human 
interests and put the Awa first.
Intervention 4: River mouth release
Separating the river mouth from the human interven-
tion necessary for the port proved to have a number 
of potential benefits. The act of allowing the Awa to 
carve her own channel is fundamentally different 
from traditional river engineering. This move allows 
the river to have agency, and promotes ecological in-
tegrity. The human role becomes one of monitoring 
the environment, intervening only to aid restoration, 
observing and learning from the natural forces at play.

Intervention 5: Sea Wall/ Lookout
The observational role of the human is aided by Inter-
vention 5: Sea Wall / Lookout. The structure formalis-
es the separation of the port and the river and along its 
length provides examples of varying levels of control.

The beginning sections of the wall control the water 
enough to allow for port and river mouth to function 
independently, while the final section rises up and 
becomes a gracious spectator. The lookout facilitates 
contemplation, observation and inspires people to 
learn about the river and their own relationship with 
her.

Part Three — summary
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Fig. 3.72: The River Mouth Lookout

Intervention 5: Reflections
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Critical reflection
Part 3 addressed the negative effects of  historical 
human intervention, and made positive large scale 
changes that had the nourishment of the river’s spirit 
at their core. This mission provides a precedent for 
planning  for ecological entities with the legal or cul-
tural status of the Whanganui River.

Alongside increased scale, an important shift that oc-
curred was that of prioritising the river needs over 
human needs. Release of the river mouth  gives land 
back to the river and allows her to define the bound-
aries and use. This contradicts dominant European at-
titudes toward maximizing  reclaimed land and ‘pro-
ductive’ development. 

In this case the existing land (the South Spit) was used 
recreationally only, so the sacrifice was justifiable on  
current standards. However, as ecological preserva-
tion trends increase, tough planning decisions are 
needed to relinquish human needs. 

Further research would propose 
bolder changes to developed urban 
environments in order to uphold eco-
logical integrity.
The dual scale approach generated an expansive ap-
proach to an imagined future for the lower river. 
Working at an urban scale, and forecasting the land-
scape changes then allowed the architecture to sit 
within this evolved landscape at the human scale.  In 
this way, the two interventions are in dialogue with 
one another, and work together to express Te Awa 
Tupua at a crucial physical end-point.

However, I have not explored the detailed scale. In 
further research, the level of detail would be refined 
further to provide a more comprehensive visualisation 
of future conditions.

 

Critical reflection and further research
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Further research opportunities
The research approaches of Part Three could be ex-
panded and applied to other areas of the river. For 
example, there was  significant historical intervention 
at the upstream sites of the Tongariro Power Scheme 
diversion, and in the  steamer service channelisation. 

These other sites could be explored 
in a similar way,  identifying detri-
mental effects of human modifica-
tion and proposing changes to the 
landscape that better reflect Te Awa 
Tupua principles.
By addressing multiple sites up to the source of the 
river, and within her wider catchment, the research 
would present an umbrella approach to the whole riv-
er system. Each site would have specific conditions 
to produce unique responses and significantly extend 
the research findings. 
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Fig. 4.01: View from Cobham Bridge toward mouth
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CONCLUSIONS



At this point it became clear that due to constraints 
of time and scope my intention of collaborating with 
Ngā Tāngata Tiaki o Whanganui, the post settlement 
governance entity for Whanganui Iwi, was not going 
to happen. Initially I felt I couldn’t progress with the 
research. With help from Marilyn Vreede came a re-
surgence of self-confidence that enabled me to realise 
my work was authentic and had an authority of itself. 
This realisation led me into Part Three - a manifesto 
for the river conditions I would like future generations 
to experience.

Unlike Part Two, Part Three addresses less symbiotic 
aspects of human intervention and proposes a future 
plan for the river mouth with her well-being at its core.

I chose the river mouth  for its history of detrimen-
tal human intervention. Intervention 4: River Mouth 
Release, is a plan to liberate the river mouth through 
separation from the port. This move allows her to ex-
press the end of  her journey freely. 

The intervention is supported by the structure of In-
tervention 5: Sea Wall /Walkway, which formalises the 
separation. It provides a way for the community to ex-
perience the changing life of the river around them, 
while not negatively interfering with the development 
of river mouth ecologies.

Part Three is my  final response to the call of Te Awa 
Tupua. At this point the research suggested direct in-
tervention with the physical from of the Awa. This was 
a bold  move, knowing the negative consequences of 
past human intervention. With integrity and a sincere 
intention to honour her spirit, my proposed  outcome 
is completely different from  those of the past.

I got to know  the Awa  by spending time  with and on 
her, and spending time  with her people. These tactile, 
palpable experience of Te Awa Tupua were just as im-
portant as my reading and thinking, and materialized 
poetically through the design processes. 

It was a reciprocal process, with background informa-
tion enriching the conversations and observations’  
and vice versa. But it was the experience of being with 
the Awa at each stage that inspired and authorised the 
development of my  projects, and in this way Te Awa 
Tupua became an author of the thesis too.

New Zealand was the first nation in the world to grant 
an ecological entity, the Whanganui River, legal per-
sonhood in 2017 with Te Awa Tupua (The Whanganui 
River Claims Settlement Bill).   The legal strategy  of  
recognising self-ownership of an ecological entity has 
since been repeated both nationally and globally.  My 
research is a personal architectural response to Te 
Awa Tupua, and provides possible precedents for this  
growing design trend. 

This research is inspired by the interpretation of the 
concept of Te Awa Tupua within the Act of Parliament. 
However, it presents a response not to the document 
itself, but instead to the wairua, the spirit of Te Awa 
Tupua. This is presented through the relationship the 
river has with different scales of human presence; the 
person, the town and the settlement, and at different 
points of time; historical, current and future.

Part One explores the relationship between the Per-
son and River at an intimate level. It focuses on a 
current problem of flooding in a residential area of 
Whanganui. The design of Intervention 1: Watch-
tower, responds to the potential future condition of 
a managed retreat. The architecture acknowledges 
the need to communicate with the river, and build a 
relationship with her in order to understand Te Awa 
Tupua principles. 

While writing  Part One I began a personal relation-
ship with the river. The weight of the wider history of 
the river and her people was calling, and this led into 
Part Two.

Part Two investigates deeply the historical roots of Te 
Awa Tupua and the stories that are a part of the river. 
These stories showed opportunities for their physi-
cal expression. The architecture in Part Two aims to 
represent these stories, as well as to step up a scale 
and explore the relationship of the town and the river. 
This resulted in Interventions 2 & 3, the Bridge and 
the Lookout and Stair, which  formed part of a wider 
network re-connecting the town to the river.

Part Two responds not just to the physical river chan-
nel and banks, but to her people, her history and sto-
ries: the metaphysical elements of Te Awa Tupua. Part 
Two recognises some synergetic relationships be-
tween river and people, and aims to improve these for 
the town’s future.

A River’s Call: an architectural response
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How can architecture respond to a river in the spirit of Te Awa Tupua?

Conclusions



This thesis has been a process of understanding and 
responding to elements of an ecological entity that is 
both culturally and legally recognised as a ‘living and 
indivisible whole.’ 

I developed an understanding of the physical and 
metaphysical elements of the entity through a series 
of design projects or interventions. These responded 
to different elements of the river at different times, 
scales and places. 
 
These interventions attempt to ex-
press the multi-dimensional, meta-
physical entity that is Te Awa Tupua. 
 
I hope my work will also provide diverse precedents as 
to how to work within a space that includes an ecolog-
ical entity of such standing. Important aspects of this 
process include:

 
— Understanding the context, both physical 
and metaphysical. The best knowledge will 
come from the people who have a deep rela-
tionship with the place and the entity.

— A designer must build their own relation-
ship with the entity, seeing the relationship as 
reciprocal and understanding that his or her 
contributions may or may not be accepted by 
the entity.

— A designer should suggest only things that 
he or she knows will result in a net benefit to 
the entity and all its elements. In this process,  
human interests should not be allowed to sur-
pass others.

— There is a need to feel responsible for det-
rimental human intervention in the past and 
to be active in reconciling, and restoring past 
transgressions. A designer must investigate the 
ecological history and be informed of  past in-
terventions to be able to imagine and visualise 
how the entity ‘wants to be’. 

This work is a particular, Pākehā response to Te Awa 
Tupua, the metaphysical and physical environmental 
entity embodied by Whanganui River Māori. It pro-
vides an example of how to respond with integrity 
in relation to the designer’s own cultural and envi-
ronmental contexts. The design outputs and critical 
reflections on the relationships forged through the 
project over time may then form the basis for neces-
sary further cultural and environmental concepts and 
relationships to occur. 

— Conclusions
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Fig. 4.02: Sun on the Awa
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